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Abstract
Rail transit systems are subject to frequent disruptions caused by a variety of
random disturbances, signal problems and door problems, for example. Such disruptions
usually last for 10 to 20 minutes, which degrades the level of service significantly. To
improve service reliability, transit agencies employ various real time control strategies,
such as holding, expressing and short turning, to deal with these disruptions. The
effectiveness of these control strategies relies upon the bird's-eye-view of the whole
system. Unfortunately, it is difficult for human dispatchers to assess the situation and
make good decisions in real time, even with the aid of advanced information technologies
such as automatic vehicle location systems.
This thesis focuses upon the development of a real-time disruption control model
for rail transit systems during disruptions. A deterministic model to representing the rail
transit system is first introduced. In the model, the passenger flow rates and running time
between stations are constant but station-specific. Assuming that the disruption duration
is known, a formulation is developed that makes use of real time vehicle location
information and considers holding, expressing and short turning strategies to reduce the
impact of the disruption. The objective is to minimize the sum of total platform waiting
time and weighted in-vehicle delay. The original formulation is transformed into a linear
mixed integer problem, which can be solved by any linear optimizer. The formulation is
applied to a disruption scenario on a simplified system based on the Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority Red Line. The sensitivity of different control strategies to the
disruption duration assumption is investigated.
The results showed that holding strategies combined with short turning strategies
can reduce the weighted waiting time (the sum of platform waiting time and weighted in-
vehicle delay) by about 10-60%, compared with not applying any control strategies.
Expressing only provided modest additional benefits. For the deterministic disruption
duration assumption, sensitivity analysis showed that holding and expressing strategies
are fairly robust, but the effectiveness of short turning strategies is quite sensitive to the
accuracy of the disruption duration estimate. Most problem instances of the formulation
can be solved in real-time with the proposed branching sequence used in the branch-and-
bound algorithm to solve this mixed integer problem.
Thesis Supervisor: Professor Nigel H. M. Wilson
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The high-frequency rail transit system has been playing and will play an
important role in urban transportation because of the increasing concerns about
environment, urban mobility and social equity. Rail transit service is usually not subject
to urban congestion, indeed it helps to alleviate congestion by offering an alternative to
driving. Therefore, service reliability is a major advantage of the rail transit service in the
competition with the car. However, frequent minor disturbances can diminish this
advantage and degrade the overall level of service.
The development of information technology has provided better computer and
communication hardware for transit agencies to handle disturbances. Many transit
agencies are starting to make use of automatic vehicle location (AVL) systems and
automatic vehicle monitoring (AVM) systems. Surprisingly, there has been little research
done to improve the control decision-making process and make the best use of the
advanced technology.
This thesis reports on research on real-time control for rail transit systems to deal
with disruptions. A model that considers holding, expressing, and short-turning strategies
is presented with the objective of reducing passenger waiting time and on-board delay.
The model is tested on a modified system based on the Massachusetts Bay Transportation
Authority Red Line.
1.1 Background and Motivation
Disruptions frequently occur in transit systems. According to Song (1998), there
were 323 significant incidents or disruptions on the MBTA Red Line during a recent two-
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year period, approximately three disruptions per week. Reasons for disruptions included
fires on tracks, disabled trains, and door problems. Most of these disruptions cause delays
of between 10 and 20 minutes. However, they greatly worsen the level of service
provided by the transit system, especially during the peak periods when the system is
operating near capacity. Moreover, due to the inherent instability of transit system
headways, even a small delay can be amplified down the line (Welding, 1957). In the
absence of appropriate and timely control intervention, a 10 to 20 minute disruption can
affect the system long after the blockage has been cleared.
For short periods, such as 10 to 20 minutes, it is costly and non-responsive to
change the operations plan, for example by introducing supplementary bus service.
Therefore, transit agencies usually employ real time control strategies to deal with these
disruptions. In both bus and rail transit, commonly used strategies include holding a
vehicle at a station, expressing a vehicle over a segment, and short-turning a vehicle.
Other strategies include speed control and splitting trains. (For detailed description of real
time control strategies, refer to Wilson et al, 1992). Unfortunately, it is difficult, if not
impossible, even for an experienced dispatcher to assess the situation and make the best
decision from a system-wide perspective in a short time period. The difficulty is
compounded, given that the dispatcher must be concerned about dealing with the problem
causing the disruption as well as its ramifications.
With the development of new technologies, many transit agencies are starting to
make use of automatic vehicle location (AVL) systems and automatic vehicle monitoring
(AVM) systems. These technologies provide rich real time information and greatly
improve the control environment. In contrast, there has been surprisingly little research
and development capitalizing on these rapidly emerging technologies. Transit agencies
still rely heavily on the experience and judgement of the dispatchers.
The research reported in this thesis is partly motivated by the implementation of a
new Operation Control System (OCS) at the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority
(MBTA). The OCS provides dispatchers with real time train location information. Hence,
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dispatchers are now in a better position to handle the disruptions. However, such a large
amount of data may easily overwhelm the dispatcher, and the difficulty of assessing the
system-wide implications of alternative control strategies still exists. Therefore, it
remains difficult for the dispatchers to make consistent and appropriate control decisions.
The formulation developed in this research can be applied on any rail transit
system with real time train location information available. The model can also be the base
for an eventual fully automated real time control system.
1.2 Prior Research
Prior research was obviously subject to the limitation of the technologies
available at the time of the research. In the 1970's and early 1980's, real time information
was generally not available, and other data such as passenger flow rates were costly to
collect and often dated and unreliable. Research on transit real time control tended to rely
on as little information from transit agencies as possible. To make up for the lack of real
time information, most researchers used probability density functions to describe the
running times or vehicle headways. In terms of control strategies, holding attracted the
most research interest. The reasons may be: (1) holding is easy to implement; (2) the cost
structure of holding is simpler than expressing or short-turning because it does not
involve cost associated with passengers being dumped or skipped; (3) the effectiveness of
holding is less sensitive to errors than expressing or short-turning. That is, imprecise data
may not reduce the effectiveness of holding very much. However, due to the probability
density function, analysis was very difficulty even after major simplification of the
problem. On the other hand, results were often not generally applicable because of these
simplifications.
Since the late 1980's, real time information has become available to an increasing
number of transit agencies. Research interest was then extended to expressing and short-
turning strategies. At the same time, advances in large-scale optimization and computer
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technology make it possible to develop large-scale models and solve such models in real
time.
The following sections will review the notable literature with and without the use
of real time information.
1.2.1 Research without Real Time Information
(1) Holding
Osuna and Newell (1972) considered a system with only one service point at
which passengers boarded the vehicles. The time horizon was infinite, and there were a
given number of identical vehicles providing the same service. They assumed that the
capacity of the vehicle was infinite, and the cycle times of the vehicles were
independently and identically distributed. Their objective was to minimize the average
waiting time of a randomly arriving passenger. They formulated the problem as a Markov
decision problem. The action to be taken at any time was a two-valued (dispatch or hold)
function of the past history of events and given properties of the system. They showed
that the optimal strategy for the one-vehicle case and the two-vehicle case was to hold the
vehicle until a certain threshold headway, and derived the corresponding solutions. They
concluded that even very idealized problems were difficult to analyze, and more complex
problems would require better intuition and perhaps less mathematics.
In order to study the vehicle-pairing effect, Newell (1974) considered a transit
route with two vehicles and one control point. The decision variable was again the
threshold headway at the control point. In his paper, Newell assumed that the passenger
arrival rate was constant, but instead of a continuous vehicle headway distribution, he
used diffusion approximations of the first and second moments of the vehicle inter-station
running time and dwell time and derived an approximate solution. His results suggested
that the optimal control was one in which the effects of pairing were kept well under
control.
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Barnett (1974) considered a simplified transit line with two terminals and one
control point, and assumed that the passenger arrival rate was constant. The control
scheme he considered was holding the vehicles at this point, and the decision variable
was the optimal holding time at the control point. He used a simple two-point discrete
distribution to approximate the distribution of the vehicle arrival headways. Arguing that
the most effective way to reduce average waiting time for passengers beyond the control
point was evening the headways at the control point, Barnett used an objective function
to minimize the weighted expected waiting time for passengers entering the system at the
control point and the expected delay for passengers aboard the vehicle at the control
point. The optimal holding strategy depended upon the mean and variance of the
headway distribution, the correlation between successive arrivals, and the ratio of
passengers benefited to passengers disbenefited by holding. The correlation between
successive arrivals represented the degree of the vehicle pairing effect.
In his 1978 paper, Barnett considered another rudimentary system with only one
infinite-capacity vehicle, and all passengers boarding at the same stop and having the
same travel cost structure. The interaction between passenger and transit company was
modeled as a cooperative game. The passengers tried to minimize their waiting cost
based upon the service characteristics, and the transit company, subject to economic
constraint, used the vehicle dispatching strategy to minimize the time-related cost for
passengers. Based on the rudimentary system, he obtained the optimal holding policy
analytically. The policy was holding the vehicle until a threshold headway, which was
consistent with the results from Osuna & Newell (1972). However, he suspected that
strong analytic results for the multi-vehicle system would be rare.
Turnquist and Blume (1980) evaluated the potential effectiveness of holding
strategies applied to headway control. They adopted the same objective function that
Barnett used in his 1974 paper. They argued that the holding scheme would be most
effective if successive arrival headways were perfect negatively correlated (i.e., a short
headway always follows a long headway) because holding the vehicle when the headway
was short always reduced the long following headway. In contrast, they argued that
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holding strategy would be least effective if the successive arrival headways were
statistically independent. By defining the above two extremes, they derived upper and
lower bounds on the effectiveness of holding. Those bounds depended upon the
coefficient of variation of the arrival headway, and the ratio of passengers benefited to
passengers disbenefited by holding.
Abkowitz, Eiger and Engelstein (1986) developed an empirical headway variation
model based upon Monte Carlo simulation to examine the threshold-based holding
strategy. The cost they examined was the total passenger wait and delay time along the
route with control at a certain stop. The passenger waiting time at each stop was
represented by a function of the mean and variance of headway at that stop from a
simulation model. The optimal control stop location was obtained by selecting the stop at
which the total cost was a minimum, and the optimal threshold headway was the
associated optimal headway at that stop. Their results suggested that holding was more
effective at stops that were closer to the control point and effectiveness was reduced at
stops further downstream.
(2) Expressing & Short-turning
Macchi (1989) presented the first research on expressing strategies. He discussed
the different groups impacted by expressing. Based upon the Green Line system in
Boston, he proposed an expressing guideline based upon the preceding and following
headways. To simplify the problem, he assumed that the express segment was pre-
determined, and the headway downstream did not vary. His results showed that
expressing was justifiable only if the following headway was short. However, his strategy
was local instead of global due to the structure of the strategy and the limited information
used, and the simplification made the strategy less applicable in the general context.
Adopting a similar approach as Macchi, Deckoff (1990) studied the short-turning
strategy on the Green Line system. He again made the assumption that the headway after
the control point did not vary down the line, and considered short-turning one train at the
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control point. With data from Monte Carlo simulation, he developed guidelines for field
inspectors to make short-turning decision based upon headway series at the control point.
His results suggested that the following two cases were where short-turning might be
beneficial. First, short turn the second train when two consecutive trains had very short
headway; Second, if the short-turning candidate had a fairly large headway and was close
to the short-turn location, and, hence, it would have a large headway in the other direction
as well. Like Macchi, Deckoff's research was closely based on the Green Line
operations, and the short-turning strategies were local strategies.
Both Macchi and Deckoff found that the use of automatic vehicle location
systems would help make better expressing and short-turning decisions.
1.2.2 Research with Real Time Information
In the early stage of applying real time information, Turnquist (1989) discussed
the recovery of schedule deviations with real time vehicle location information. Instead
of using holding strategies, he considered controlling vehicle speed on multiple segments.
Focused upon the same problem posed by Turnquist, Furth (1995) considered using
holding strategies to recover the schedule deviation after a delay occurred. Furth's
objective function was the sum of passenger waiting time and delay, and the decision
variables were the number of trains over which to spread the delay and the delay time for
each train. He compared the results with that of the no-control case and concluded that
the benefits were not very large, but appeared to be great enough to merit incorporation in
automated train control. Furth suggested that the use of real time information could help
make better holding decisions. Furth's strategies were reactionary in the sense that control
occurred after the delay had occurred and the trains he chose to control were those behind
the blockage. As shown by O'Dell (1997, 1999), large benefits come from control of the
trains ahead of the blockage, and actions should be taken before the delay is over to
achieve large benefits.
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Eberlein (1995, 1999) presented the first important research on real time
deadheading, expressing and holding strategies, applied both separately and in
combination. She defined two types of deterministic models to describe alternative transit
systems: a general system and a fixed system, which was based upon a simplified version
of the general system with some parameters fixed. For example, in the fixed system,
passenger flow and dwell times were fixed as the same level for each station. For the
general system, running time between stations and passenger flow rates were
deterministic but station-specific. Although it was a deterministic model, the assumptions
made about running time between station and about passenger flow may not be too
unrealistic.
Based upon the model, Eberlein formulated deadheading, expressing and holding
problems in both systems, taking real time vehicle location information as input. Eberlein
used total passenger waiting-time as the objective function to minimize. Therefore, there
was no cost associated with holding. This is not strictly true because holding results in an
increase in passenger on-board time. Eberlein's focus was routine control without
significant disruptions. To simplify the problem, she used infinite train capacity and
considered a single loop route structure. In terms of the formulations, they did not include
short-turning strategies and used a non-linear objective function with non-linear
constraints, which was costly to solve and not practical for real time control. For that
reason, Eberlein developed heuristics to solve the problem. Nevertheless, Eberlein's
formulation provided a solid foundation for further work on this problem area.
At the same time that Eberlein were doing her research, Li (1994) conducted
related research on the real time bus dispatching problem. His problem context was a
highly capacity constrained bus route with extremely short scheduled headways (1-2
minutes) with the terminus as the only control point. With different levels of real time bus
location information, the arrival times of buses at the terminus were estimated. The
objective was to minimize passenger-waiting time. The dispatching decision chose a
dispatching time and a route operating pattern out of a small set of candidates. The pre-
determined set of candidates included several short-turning patterns and several station-
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skipping patterns. Li developed two models. The first one was a deterministic model with
similar assumptions to Eberlein's. The second was a stochastic model assuming that part
of the travel time and the initial queues were stochastic. Li assumed the random part of
the travel time was identical so that the headway was still deterministic. To simplify the
stochastic model, Li assumed constant dwell times and the number of passengers
travelling between each O-D pair for each pattern was pre-determined. Both of these two
assumptions are significant. The specific decision structure and the significant
simplifications limited the applicability of Li's models.
Another important step in this area was the work of O'Dell (1997,1999), who
formulated holding and short-turning models based upon the fixed and general systems
defined by Eberlein. In O'Dell's formulation, she included the train capacity, which was
an important step towards reality. O'Dell focused upon disruption control. In addition to
the deterministic assumptions made by Eberlein, O'Dell assumed the duration of the
blockage to be known. Unlike Eberlein's non-linear formulation, O'Dell's formulation
used piece-wise linear functions to approximate the non-linear objective function, and all
the constraints she used were linear. Thus, her formulation could be solved by a linear
optimizer and was more practical for real time use. Another feature of O'Dell's
formulation was that it considered transit lines with two branches.
O'Dell formulated the holding and short-turning problems in the context of the
MBTA Red Line, but did not include the expressing strategy. For the holding problem,
O'Dell considered three different holding strategies, namely holding any train at any
station, holding any train only at the first station the train arrives at after the blockage
occurred, and holding each train at most once. Clearly, the optimal solution of being able
to hold all trains at all stations was the best of the three, since the other two imposed
additional constraints on the holding strategy. However, considering the limitations of the
transit control system and implementation difficulty, we would like simple but effective
control strategies. Therefore, we may prefer to hold several trains at several stations.
Again, since O'Dell's formulation still only considered minimizing passenger waiting
time, it could tend to hold trains for longer periods than desirable and to hold at multiple
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stations. For the short-turning problem in O'Dell's model, the train that was a candidate
for short-turning and the short-turning location were both pre-determined.
After testing her models for different blockage duration in two scenarios, O'Dell
concluded that holding by itself could achieve 15-40% reduction in passenger waiting
time. However, this could overestimate the net benefit because it did not consider the
increase of passenger on-board time. For short-turning, ODell's results showed that the
longer the blockage, the more benefit short-turning could provide. Intuitively this makes
sense because it takes some time to short-turn a train and if the duration of blockage is
not long, the time spent on short-turning may not be justifiable.
O'Dell tested the formulations on a Sun SPARC 20 workstation with CPlex 3.0. It
took less than 30 seconds to obtain the optimal solution to the formulations with small
sets of integer variables and small sets of possible nodes (less than 150 for "Holding All"
and "Holding First"), which was feasible for real time control in transit systems.
However, for formulations with larger set of integer variables and possible nodes, it took
much longer to get the solution. O'Dell did not develop an algorithm to increase the
solution speed.
1.3 Thesis Content and Organization
In this thesis, a model to help dispatchers make decisions when disruptions occur
in rail transit systems is presented. The model makes use of real time information and
considers combinations of the holding, expressing, and short-turning strategies.
In the context of transit real time control, changes in operations costs such as
vehicle and crew costs are usually negligible. Therefore, the weighted sum of passenger
waiting time and in-vehicle delay is taken as the objective function to be minimized. The
decision variables are the departure times of trains at each station, which determine the
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holding times and control decision variables such as whether to let a train skip a station or
short-turn a train on a particular cross-over track.
In the holding strategy, any train can be held at any station. If we want to simplify
and reduce control actions, holding at the first station that a train reaches after the
blockage occurs can also be used as an alternative. In fact, if we consider the increases in
on-board time as a result of holding, the trade-off between passenger waiting time and
on-board delay will be evaluated, and the optimal solution will tend to include fewer
holding actions. In the expressing strategy, trains can skip any station, or we can impose
desired control constraints. For example, a train can be expressed at most once. In the
short-turning strategy, any train can be selected to be turned back, and trains can be
turned back at multiple locations if such options are available. In addition, the
formulation can be used for transit systems with multiple branches.
The model is applied to two problem instances in a simplified transit system,
which is based on the MBTA Red Line. The first instance is a 10-minute disruption, and
the second is a 20-minute disruption. Moreover, to understand the impact of the
deterministic disruption duration assumption, the sensitivity of the different control
strategies is investigated. Since the formulation is used for real time control, practical
issues to speed up the solution process are discussed and a simple empirical branch and
bound algorithm specific for this formulation is presented.
In Chapter 2, the general model representing the transit system is introduced and
the formulation that considers the holding, expressing and short-turning control strategies
is presented. Since the initial formulation is nonlinear, linearization of the formulation is
also discussed.
In Chapter 3, the formulation is applied to a modified system, which is a
simplified representation of the MBTA Red Line. Two problem instances are tested and
the effectiveness of various control strategies is compared. The sensitivity of the control
strategies to the disruption duration is also investigated. Since the formulation is used for
19
real time control, some practical approaches to reduce the solution time are discussed and
a method is presented that increases the speed of the branch and bound process to solve
this MIP formulation.
Finally, Chapter 4 summarizes the findings and offers suggestions for future
research.
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Chapter 2
Model and Formulation for Disruption Control
In this chapter, a general model is introduced to represent the transit system and
related assumptions and features are discussed. Based on the general model, a disruption
control formulation is presented, which includes holding, expressing, and short-turning
strategies. Since the original formulation has a non-linear objective function and non-
linear constraints, the linearization of the formulation is also addressed.
2.1 General Model of Transit Systems
Transit systems are inherently probabilistic. Many variables such as passenger
arrival rates and inter-station running time are random in nature. However, a probabilistic
approach to model transit systems can be complex and probabilistic models involve large
solution effort, which may not be feasible for real time control especially for large-scale
systems. With real time information available, we can apply a mathematical model to
each specific scenario, and, hence, do not need to be concerned about making decisions
that are statistically sound across all scenarios. In addition, the coefficients of variation
for many of these random variables are not very large. Therefore, a deterministic
simplification may not be too unrealistic. In this thesis, a deterministic model, referred to
as System G, is used to represent transit systems.
2.1.1 Assumptions of System G
The following assumptions are made to define System G.
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A(]) Passenger arrival rates and alighting fractions are deterministic constants and
station-specific.
The passenger alighting fraction at a certain station is the portion of passengers on
a train who alight at that station. Although the passenger arrival rate and alighting
fraction vary by time of a day and day of a week, the variance in a particular time period
is usually not large, and this variance is not expected to have significant impact if
passenger flow rates specific to each time period are used. Further decrease of this
variance may be possible by defining time periods as short as can be supported by the
available data.
In addition, passenger arrivals are generally independent of the arrival of trains
for transit service with headway less than 10 minutes. That is, passengers do not arrive at
a station according to the scheduled train arrivals in frequent transit services. Hence,
constant passenger flow rate can be assumed within a certain time period. If automatic
passenger counter (APC) systems can provide reliable real time passenger flow
information, different deterministic values by time of day and day of week may be used
to reduce the impact of this assumption.
A(2) Running time between stations is approximated by the maximum running time
under the non-inter-station-stopping condition, and the minimum separation of
trains at different locations is approximated by a minimum departure-arrival
interval at each station under the non-inter-station-stopping condition.
Under the non-inter-station-stopping condition, a train can depart from a station
only if it can travel to the next station without stopping. In many cases, the speed of a
train may be higher than that implied by this condition, up to the maximum allowable
speed. On the other hand, since many existing train control systems allow a train to
depart earlier than the time governed by the non-inter-station-stopping condition, trains
may have to stop between stations. Therefore, the maximum non-inter-station-stopping
running time may be a fair approximation of the real average running time, at least under
congested running conditions.
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This maximum running time is consistent with the minimum departure-arrival
condition used for maintaining the minimum separation of trains. The departure-arrival
interval is the time between a departure of a train and the arrival of the following train at
a station. In most rail transit systems, the distances between trains are determined by
control lines (Song, 1998). When two trains are close together, the maximum permitted
speed of the second train is reduced. If the distance of the two trains continues to
decrease, the second train will eventually be stopped. By A(2), a train will depart a station
only when it can run to the next station without any inter-station stop. In practice, the
minimum separation may be smaller than the minimum departure-arrival interval used
under this assumption because many train control systems permit a train to leave a station
before this time. Under this assumption, instead of stopping between stations or running
slowly, a train will stay at a station for more time and pick up more passengers and
reduce their waiting time. Hence, the situation is slightly better than the real one. If signal
systems exist at each station to control the departure of trains, the impact of this
assumption will be reduced.
A(3) The duration of a blockage is a known deterministic value.
The duration of the blockage is the most unpredictable factor in reality. There are
many types of disruptions, such as disabled trains, door problems, and fires on tracks. In
each case, the blockage duration is usually unknown. Generally speaking, if the actual
duration is larger than the estimate, the control strategies based upon the estimate will not
be optimal, but at least will not make things worse. On the other hand, if the time to
clearance is over-estimated, control actions may have negative impacts. This assumption
is investigated later through sensitivity analysis.
A(4) The short-turning time is deterministic.
The time to short-turn a train is random, although compared with the duration of
blockage, it has relatively low variability. If data on the mean and variance of the time to
short-turn a train at a specific crossover track are available, the impact of this assumption
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can be better addressed. Unfortunately, such data are not yet available. Nevertheless, the
impact of the uncertainty of short-turning time on the objective function value depends
on the specific scenario. For example, if the train to be short-turned is close to the short-
turning location when the disruption occurs, it may have to be held for some time at the
short-turning destination station. Therefore, the objective function value may not change
much if the actual short-turning time is longer than the deterministic value. In some other
cases, short-turning may lose all its benefit if the actual short-turning time is much longer
than the estimate.
A(5) Dwell time is approximated by linear functions with respect to the number of
passengers boarding and alighting.
Dwell time is the major cause for the vehicle pairing effect. It is related to factors
such as the number of passengers boarding and alighting and the train crowding
condition. If the headway of a certain train is larger than that of its predecessor, it will
pick up more passengers and take longer to unload and load the passengers. Therefore, its
headway will keep increasing down the line.
The dwell time function is likely to be non-linear in nature. The marginal time for
a passenger to board/alight the train increases with the level of crowding. However,
according to the dwell time data collected, a linear function with respect to the number of
passengers boarding and alighting fits the dwell time well even within the highly
crowded range. Hence, the linearity assumption on the dwell time is not too unrealistic.
In addition, two linear functions are used to approximate the dwell time, one for the
uncrowded condition and the other for the crowded condition, which recognizes the non-
linear characteristics to some extent.
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2.1.2 Features of System G
System G has the following features.
1. The passenger arrival rate and alighting fraction, train running time and minimum
headway are all station-specific parameters. Typically, the arrival rate and alighting
fraction vary by time of a day, but the model only relies on data for a single time
period.
2. The capacity of trains is considered. Passengers will be left behind if a train is full.
3. The transit line can have more than one branch.
4. Trains can be short-turned at multiple locations, based upon the available crossover
tracks.
5. Many types of disruption can be considered, including a temporary closure or speed
restriction on a track section.
2.1.3 Input Data
System G requires the following data as input.
1. Track configuration, including branches and available crossover tracks.
2. Dwell time function coefficients. These may be specific for each station having
unusual characteristics.
3. Passenger arrival rate and alighting fraction at each station for the time period of
interest.
4. Minimum departure-arrival interval at each station.
5. Running time between stations, which includes acceleration and deceleration time
and should be consistent with the minimum departure-arrival interval used.
6. Train location.
7. Blockage location and estimated duration.
8. Estimated short-turning time for each possible location.
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2.2 Notation and Basic Concepts
a Arrival time of train i at terminal t
ahik Arrival headway for train i at station k
alik The number of alighting passengers for train i at station k
blk The number of boarding passengers for train i at station k
dk Departure time for train i at station k
dhi Departure headway for train i at station k
dpik Departure time for the train preceding train i at station k
dwlk Dwell time of train i at station k
dwo The typical dwell time at station k in that time period
hik Maximum platform waiting time for train i at station k
htlk Holding time of train i at station k
iBL Blocked or disabled train
ilk Passenger load on train i departing station k
10 = Approximate passenger load on train i departing station k
lateit 1 if the arrival time of train i is later than the departure time of its
predecessor at terminal t , 0 otherwise
Pik The number of passengers left behind by train i at station k
- The number of passengers left by express train i at station k
P The number of passengers left behind by predecessor of train i at station k
r The number of potential riders for train i at station k if it will not skip any
later station
r The number of potential riders for train i at station k considering possible
expressing
selk 1 if train i starts expressing from station k, 0 otherwise
ski k 1 if train i skips station k, 0 otherwise
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sOi = 1 if train i operates on segment m , 0 otherwise
sti = 1 if train i is short-turned on the crossover track of segment m , 0 otherwise
t = Short-turning time from station k to k'
tBL = Earliest time at which the blocked train or disabled train can move
t = Minimum recovery time at terminal
Vik 1 if train i is loaded to capacity at station k, 0 otherwise
yj 1 if train j precedes train i on segment m , 0 otherwise
Zik - Variable to approximate the quadratic term of platform waiting time for
train i at station k
Ztik Variable to approximate the quadratic term of holding time for train i at
station k
Ak = Passenger arrival rate at station k
C = Dwell time function parameter at station k
H = Minimum non-inter-station-stopping headway at station k
L = Train capacity
M = Sufficiently large number
Qk = Passenger alighting fraction at station k
Rk = Non-inter-station-stopping running time from station (k-1) to station k,
including acceleration and deceleration time
S = The set of stations in the impact set
Sch = Scheduled dispatching time of train i at terminal t
S = The set of terminal stations in the impact set
G = The set of segments in the impact set
T = The set of trains in the impact set
Tg = The set of trains that can be the predecessor of train i on segment m
T = The set of trains that can be the successor of train i on segment m
U iW = Weight for in-vehicle waiting time
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Headway
Headway is a common concept used to represent the interval between two arrivals
or two departures and is represented by ahk or dhlk in Figure 2-1.
ahil~kdw i 
~ hti~~
dw dA
Hk
dlk h a V+1,k
Figure 2-1 Headway, Platform and In-vehicle Waiting Time, and Minimum Separation
Platform Waiting Time and In-Vehicle Waiting Time
Platform waiting time is the time passengers spend on the platform waiting for the
next train to arrive. In-vehicle waiting time is the time passengers spend on a train when
the train sits at a station. This occurs when trains are held at stations to produce more
even headways. It is likely that passengers may perceive in-vehicle waiting time to be
less onerous than platform waiting time. Thus, it may be reasonable to apply different
weights on in-vehicle and platform waiting time.
The time between the departure of a train and the arrival of the next train at a
station is the maximum platform waiting time for passengers arriving during that interval.
For dwell time, which is the time for a train to unload and load passengers at a station,
precisely speaking, it is platform waiting time for some passengers and in-vehicle waiting
time for other passengers, because some passengers may get on the train early and wait
for others to board. To simplify the problem and maintain consistency when control
strategies are not applied, dwell time is taken as platform waiting time for passengers
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arriving before the train arrives and during the dwell time. Therefore, platform waiting
time includes the time passengers wait on platforms for the next train arrival and the
dwell time. In this thesis, the maximum platform waiting time for train i at station k is
denoted by hk .
Passengers on-board the train when holding starts and passengers arriving during
holding have to wait on the train until holding is finished. Therefore, holding time is
taken as in-vehicle waiting time for these passengers.
Minimum Separation
Minimum separation at a station is denoted by Hk as shown in Figure 2-1. In this
thesis, the minimum distance between trains is maintained through the minimum
separation constraints at stations. It mandates that the next train can arrive at station k no
earlier than Hk after the departure time of the preceding train.
2.3 Control Set and Impact Set
The control set is the set of trains and stations for which we can apply control
strategies. The impact set is the set of trains and stations that are affected by the
disruption and our control strategies. Obviously, the impact set must be at least as large
as the control set.
2.3.1 Discussion
For several reasons, it is desirable to limit the size of the control set. First of all, it
is unrealistic to project train movements far into the future with any deterministic model
due to stochasticity. The uncertainty of benefits increases with the increase of projection
range and uncertain benefits may not justify control actions. Instead, the formulation can
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be solved repeatedly with updated real time information. Secondly, the marginal benefit
from controlling trains decreases with the increase of the number of trains controlled. For
example, OTDell(1997, 1999) showed that the benefit from holding additional trains
ahead of the blockage became negligible beyond four trains. Furthermore, O'Dell's
formulation did not consider the on-board delay associated with holding, hence, there will
be even less benefit from holding additional trains if on-board delay is considered.
Thirdly, the impact of the disruption will presumably be alleviated down the line with
proper control actions. Considering the available technologies to control trains at
intermediate stations, it is preferable to control a small set of trains while achieving
substantial benefits. Finally, larger numbers of trains and stations in the control set will
increase computation time, while the small benefit from considering controlling
additional trains and stations may not justify the loss from a less responsive decision
making process.
For the impact set, ideally, we want to include all passenger waiting costs caused
by the disruption and the control strategies to avoid any possible bias, which means we
should consider all the passengers affected by the disruption and the control strategies.
The major computation cost comes from evaluating control decisions. Therefore, even if
we include more trains and stations in the impact set in addition to the control set to
evaluate the cost, the computation burden will not increase significantly. However, with
more trains and stations included in the impact set, the uncertainty of the benefits
increases.
There are several factors that influence the choice of control set and impact set.
" Disruption duration
" Crossover tracks
" Passenger flow profile
" Location of disruption
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Disruption duration is the primary factor in determining the control set and impact
set. The longer the blockage, the larger the number of affected trains and the farther down
the line impacts will occur. If crossover tracks are available, short-turning can be
considered and so short-turning candidates need to be included in the control set and
impact on the reverse direction should be considered. Passenger arrival rates and
alighting fractions also affect the choice of control/impact set. At stations where there are
significant number of boarding passengers, the associated waiting costs are large, and the
impact from the disruption and control strategies should be considered. If the disruption
is close to the terminal station, the impact on the reverse direction may also need to be
considered.
2.3.2 Control Set
For the control set, we choose potential candidates according to whether control
strategies may provide significant benefits. Figure 2-2 shows an example of the possible
control set after a disruption occurs.
In terms of the holding strategy, we can have both passive holding and active
holding. Some trains behind the blockage must be (passively) held because they are
blocked. We may also (actively) hold some trains at stations ahead of the blockage to
reduce overall passenger waiting time. According to O'Dell's results (1997, 1999), large
benefits can come from holding trains ahead of the blockage whereas actively holding
trains behind the blockage provides only marginal benefits. If a train has not passed the
stations with large passenger demand, holding may be beneficial. Otherwise, we may
consider holding trains only when they reach the terminal. For trains behind the blockage,
we have passive holding for those that are blocked.
For the expressing strategy, the only possible candidates are trains behind the
blockage: the same trains that are subject to passive holding before the blockage is
cleared. After the blockage is cleared, it may be beneficial to express one or two trains to
avoid over-crowding and further delays due to increased dwell times at stations. The
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number of trains that may be beneficial to express is related to the duration of the
blockage. However, it is less likely for the optimal solution to include much expressing
because it can waste needed vehicle capacity. Moreover, passengers hate to be skipped by
several consecutive trains. Therefore, it is most unlikely to be justifiable to express more
than two trains immediately after the blockage clearance.
Blockage Uncontrolled3i <> Train
Active Holding Expressing (Passive Holding)
Candidate Candidate
sse diShort TurningPassive Holding Candidate
Candidate
Figure 2-2 Control Set
For the short-turning strategy, given the availability of crossover tracks, the
number of trains that may be beneficially short-turned is again related to the duration of
the disruption, the short-turning time, and the normal headway. We want to short-turn
trains to reduce the gap resulting from the disruption, but we also need to be concerned
about the gaps we may be creating.
The number of short-turning candidates needs to recognize both the benefit and
the feasibility. From the benefit perspective, suppose there is no significant demand in the
reverse direction and, therefore, we do not need to be concerned about the gap in the
reverse direction, we want to short-turn at most as many trains as required to achieve
headways close to normal. For example, assume the disruption is 12 minutes and the
normal headway is six minutes, the resulting gap will be 18 minutes. We can short-turn
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two trains into the gap and achieve six-minute headways ahead of the blockage in the
ideal situation. That is, no passenger ahead of the blockage will perceive the disruption.
Behind the blockage, if we hold all the trains behind the blockage for 12 minutes after
they arrive at the first station after the blockage occurs, the headways after the blockage
is cleared will also be six minutes in the ideal case. If we short-turn more than two trains
into the gap, it is certain that we will create a gap in this direction in future, even if we do
not need to be concerned about the gap in the reverse direction. Therefore, the number of
trains required to fill the gap to achieve the normal headway can be an upper bound for
the number of short-turning candidates. One exception may be if a long disruption occurs
near the end of the peak period. Since the blocked trains may have been packed, to avoid
many passengers being left behind by the packed trains ahead of the blockage after the
blockage is cleared, we may want to short-turn more trains to achieve smaller than
normal headways, and thus, leave less demand for the blocked trains. We may not be so
concerned about the potential gap being created in this case since it will occur only after
the peak period. However, it is still unlikely to short-turn more than one train beyond the
upper bound considering the feasibility condition.
The normal headway in the reverse direction is usually the same as the normal
headway in the blocked direction. Therefore, from the feasibility perspective, the
maximum number of trains in the reverse direction that we may consider short-turning
can also be based upon the number of trains that can reach the crossover track and that
we are able to short-turn considering the short-turning time and the disruption duration. It
is unlikely to be justifiable to hold the trains behind the blockage and short-turn a train
after the blockage is cleared. Therefore, we can also heuristically determine the number
of trains for which we considering short-turning following the above reasoning, which
gives us a tighter bound.
Nevertheless, the exact number of trains to be short-turned within the set of short-
turning candidates is ultimately based on the evaluation of the benefit and cost of the
impact set, which includes passengers in both directions.
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2.3.3 Impact Set
After we have determined the control set, we can determine the corresponding
impact set. Obviously, control strategies affect the trains and stations within the control
set. Therefore, the impact set must include the control set.
Ahead of the blockage and beyond the control set downstream, stations with
significant boardings, and thus, significant waiting cost, should be included. Moreover, if
the disruption occurs near the terminal, or if there are potential short-turns, we should
also consider impacts in the reverse direction. To simplify computation, we can assume
that headways beyond the control set do not vary downstream or in the other direction.
Thus, we can include all the stations with significant boardings ahead of the blockage or
in the reverse direction. To reflect the uncertainty of the costs, we can use smaller
weights for waiting costs at stations far down the line in the impact set in both directions.
Behind the blockage, since it may require more trains than those in the control set
to clear the passengers accumulated during the disruption, we may include a set of trains
in addition to the control set behind the blockage as part of the impact set. From the
passenger's perspective, if a passenger can board the first train to arrive without waiting
for a longer than normal headway, he/she will not perceive a delay, although the train
may be somewhat crowded. After the blockage clearance, trains behind the blockage
usually have short headways. Hence, if no passenger needs to wait for a second train to
board, we are guaranteed that no passenger will perceive a delay. That is, we just need to
include enough trains so that the last train in this set will leave no passengers behind.
We can use the following heuristic method to determine the number of trains
needed to clear all the affected passengers behind the blockage. Assuming we do not
apply any control strategies, we can calculate the number of passengers left behind by
each train behind the blockage at each station within the impact set, based on the length
of blockage, the train capacity, the running time between stations, the minimum headway,
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and the upper bound on dwell time at each station. When a train leaves no passengers
behind, it can be the last train behind the blockage to be included in the impact set.
Figure 2-3 shows the initial situation of a simple example of heuristic
determination of the number of trains needed to be included in the impact set behind the
blockage. We assume stations A and B are the only stations in the impact set. Alighting
fractions are negligible. Other parameters are listed as follows. Suppose the normal
headway is six minutes.
Passenger Arrival Rate:
Minimum Separation:
Running Time between A and B:
Dwell Time Upper Bound:
Train Capacity:
Initial Load:
Length of Disruption:
40/min at A, 30/min at B
2 minutes
5 minutes
1 minute at each station
900
100 (TI, T2, T3)
20 minutes
We assume that we do not apply any control strategy. With real time information
on the initial train location, we can estimate the approximate departure time and load of
each train at each station.
Station Train
T4
<> Blockage
T5
T3 T2 TI TO
A B
Figure 2-3 Heuristic Determination of the Trains to be Included in the Impact Set
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The results are shown in Table 2-1. (d k= departure time at station k , dhk=
departure headway at station k, 1k = departure load at station k , Pk = passenger left at
station k ) In this case, no passenger will be left behind after train T3, even if we do not
apply any control strategy. Therefore, passengers boarding the trains following T3 will
perceive no delay, or even less waiting time because of the reduced headway, and T3 can
be the last train behind the blockage to be included in the impact set.
Table 2-1 Results of the Impact Set Example
Train dA dhk 
_k Pk dB dhB lB PB
TO 0
TI 20 26 900 240 26 26 900 780
T2 23 3 460 0 29 3 900 430
T3 26 3 220 0 32 3 740 0
If the control set includes more than that determined
impact set should include the same set of trains.
by this heuristic method, the
2.4 Disruption Control Formulation
2.4.1 Objective Function and Modeling Methods
A common cost function to be minimized is given by function (2-1).
YXAk hk 2 + Pi,k(dil -dik)+ [ Ak htik 2 + (1, -Akhtik )htik (2-1)
ieT keS 2 2
We assume that passenger arrival rate at any station is constant over the time
period of interest. The first term is the passenger platform waiting time for all trains and
stations within the impact set. The second term is the additional platform waiting time for
passengers who are left behind or skipped by a train and have to wait for another train.
The third term is the in-vehicle waiting time for passengers who arrive during the holding
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interval. The last term is in-vehicle waiting time for passengers who are on-board when
holding starts. Since passengers may perceive in-vehicle waiting time to be less onerous
than platform waiting time, we use weight U'' <_ 1 for these two terms.
In order to calculate the platform waiting time, we need to know the arrival time
of the preceding train. However, the preceding train varies in different parts of the
system. As shown in Figure 2-4, assume that there are only two crossover tracks, and
there is a branch on the primary transit line. Trains can branch off the main line or be
short-turned at crossover tracks. Hence, there can be different preceding trains for a
certain train in different parts of the system, and some trains may not operate on parts of
the transit line.
To determine the preceding train, we first define segments. A segment is a track
section within which the order of trains can not change, while across segments the order
of trains may change. The last station in a segment is usually either a terminal, where
trains can be pulled out of or inserted into service, or is associated with a crossover track
or a junction point, where the sequence of trains may change. We use m to denote a
segment, and m' to denote the reverse segment. For example, segment 6 is the reverse
segment of segment 3 in Figure 2-4.
As shown in Figure 2-4, the preceding train does not change within any of the 8
segments identified. However, from segment 1 to segment 2, trains may branch off the
main line, and so the sequence of trains may change. From segment 5 to segment 6, if we
decide to short-turn train T3 at crossover track 2, the predecessor of T3 will be TI instead
of T2 on segment 6, while the predecessor of T2 will be T3 instead of Ti.
Therefore, segment occupancy binary variables are used by train and segment to
determine whether a certain train operates on a certain segment. Across segments, a set of
potential candidate predecessors for a train is defined if the predecessor of that train is
undetermined. For example, the set of potential predecessors for train T2 on segment 6 in
Figure 2-4 includes train T3 and Ti. Within the set, predecessor binary variables are used
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for each potential candidate to determine which will be the predecessor. Obviously, both
segment occupancy variables and predecessor variables are constrained by the control
strategies.
Train
Terminal
X Crossover track
G4 G3 G2
T3 T4
X 2
T2 TI
G5 G6 G7
Ai
GI
-
I
G8
Figure 2-4 Definition of Segment
2.4.2 Dwell Time Function
Dwell time is important in determining the departure time for trains at stations. It
is related to the number of passengers alighting and boarding and the crowding condition.
As discussed in Section 2.1, the marginal time for a passenger to alight/board the train
increases with the level of crowding, as shown in Figure 2-5. In Figure 2-5 (a), two linear
functions are used to approximate the dwell time function. Since there were not enough
data to estimate the linear function for the non-crowded range, the following function is
used to approximate the dwell time, as shown in Figure 2-5 (b)
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h.LA I A
dw = Max (CO ,C1+ C2 Alightings+ C3 Boardings),
True dwell time function
Piecewise linear approximation of dwell time function
Simplified linear approximation of dwelltime function
Dwell
Time/
I
/
I
Alight ings (boardings)
(a)
Alight in gs (boardings)
(b)
Figure 2-5 Dwell time functions
In addition, under non-crowded conditions, the number of alightings and
boardings may not have a strong linear relation with the dwell time. For example,
provided other conditions are the same, the dwell time when there are three passengers
boarding may not be much different from that when there are six passengers boarding.
For detailed discussion of dwell time function, see Lin & Wilson (1993), Song (1998).
2.4.3 Decision Variables
1. Short-turn decision variable
1, if train i is short-turned on segment m ( the end of m is a crossover
track )
0, otherwise.
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Dwell
Time
Ad
st ,m =
===M../
2. Express decision variable
-{ 1, if train i skips station k.
skilk=
0, otherwise.
3. Departure time of train i at station k, dik
For holding, once the departure time at each station is determined, the holding
time at each station is also determined.
4. Predecessor binary variable
1, if train j precedes train i on segment m .
yJjnM
0, otherwise.
On segments defined by crossover tracks, the short-turn variables completely
constrain the predecessor binary variables. However, at the junction point, control
decision variables alone may not determine the sequence of trains. For example, if a
disruption occurs on one of the branches, the optimal strategy to reduce the impact on
that branch may not be feasible system-wide because there may be conflict at the junction
point. The predecessor binary variables have to be combined with control decision
variables to determine the optimal control strategies system-wide.
As discussed in Section 2.3.1, there are segment occupancy binary variables to
determine whether trains operate on segments. However, unlike the predecessor binary
variable, the segment occupancy variable is completely constrained by the short-turn
decision variable. That is, once we determine the short-turn decision variables, the
segment occupancy variables are also determined. Therefore, segment occupancy
variables are equivalent to the short-turning decision variables. They are used to simplify
presenting the formulation. Similarly, binary variables indicating starting of express
section are also completely constrained by express decision variables, and, therefore, are
not decision variables.
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2.4.4 Real Time Disruption Control Model
The objective function for the disruption control model is show in (2-2). (2-3) to
(2-44) are constraints.
Min
( o {Ak h2 + p di1-d )+ "[Ak h ij,k - A ht i , )(ht, + dwX~ ' I h~ + pk (di+I k - dk )+ U~ [I ~ht~k +( A k
ieT meG keM 2
(2-2)
Subject to:
d k- dkl -Rk -dwk M (so ,, -1), V ie T, ke m, m e G.
d k- dpk+l -Hk+l+Rk+I M (so ,, -1), V ie T, ke m, m e G.
dp - d M (y im- 1), V ie T, j e T, ker m.
dplk - d M(l-yjim), V ie T, je T 1',, ker m.
htlk - d k +d kl +Rk +dwik M (SOiM-1), V ie T, ke m, k S', me G.
h d~ - dp-htik + M ( Soim -1), Vie T, ker m, ko S', me G.
ai - d _ - R, M (so i'-1), V ie T, te St , ter m.
d - a,, - tne M (so 1 -1), V ie T, te St , ten M.
dilt - Schj M ( so -1), V ie T, t e S t ,ten.
a - dp - M late 0, V i e T, te S'.
hti1 - [(di1 -ai1 )latei1 +(di -dpi,)(1-latei,,)] sOi' = 0, V i e T, t e S t , te m.
h 1 - (a1 -dpi,)latei1 sOi' =0, V i e T, t e S' t ern.
d ik- d - tk- dw > M (sti -1),
V i e T, k e m, m e G , a crossover track exists at the end of m.
hti,- d ,k'+d +tkk +-dwi k' M(sti, 1)
V ie T , k e m, m e G , a crossover track exists at the end of m.
(2-3)
(2-4)
(2-5)
(2-6)
(2-7)
(2-8)
(2-9)
(2-10)
(2-11)
(2-12)
(2-13)
(2-14)
(2-15)
(2-16)
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> 0,
k Er m, m E G. (2-28)
Pi,k~ Pik + Ak h,k + lik-I Qk ) Sti,, > 0
V i e T , k e m , (k + 1)e (m + 1) , m e G , a crossover track exists at the end of
Stim - so < 0, V i E T, m E G , a crossover track exists at the end of m.
soM+i +Stim 1, V ie T, m E G , a crossover track exists at the end of m.
som - s 0 in 0, V ie T, m e G , the margin between m and (m -1) is not
track.
Yi,i+,, + Stim +St+n ,! 1, V i e T, m e G , the end of m is a crossover track.
Yj,,n' - st 0, V i e Tll, , m e G , the end of m is a crossover trac
Sst., < 1, V ie TF.
meG
rn. (2-29)
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(2-31)
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k. (2-34)
(2-35)
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(2-21)
(2-22)
(2-23)
(2-24)
(2-25)
(2-26)
iE-
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V i e T, m e G.
V ie T, me G.
Yj,,m = 1,
Yi,, = 1,
Yi'j'r + Yjim 1,
- so 0,
ViL - v,kI -skk >-1,
Vik - vik_+ skik I1,
se + sk,_ -sk ,
s i,k + s i,k-I -s i,k 0,
Y sei,k <1
keS
d B,kBL 
tBL'
V ie T, ke S.
V i e T, k e S .
V ic ET.
Yi,j,m Vi , Vik , sklk, seik, stim, so,, {, } ViE T, kE S , m E G.
di~k I dwi. , dP , h, Pi, PPi, ri , , , ii, ! 0, V i E T, kE S , m Ep p G .
The objective function is an extension of function (2-1). The stations in the impact set
are divided into segments. If a train does not operate on a segment, there will be no cost
associated with it on that segment. In addition, dwell time is included in the cost function as
explained below.
As shown in Figure 2-6, dpik is the departure time of the train preceding train i at
station k, ak is the arrival time of train i at station k, dwk is the dwell time of train i at
station k, hk is the term used to measure the platform waiting time, and hti,k is the holding
time of train i at station k , which we count as in-vehicle waiting time. Due to the structure of
the dwell time function used, it is difficult to impose constraints to ensure that the dwell time
is exactly equal to the time for the passengers to alight and board. Hence, the solution may
potentially over-estimate the dwell time in exchange for underestimating holding time. The
overestimate would be reflected in platform waiting time. Although platform waiting time has
larger weight than in-vehicle waiting time, the overall cost may be smaller.
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(2-37)
V iE T',, eTiI,,meG. (2-38)
V je TP, me G. (2-39)
V ie T, ke S. (2-40)
(2-41)
(2-42)
(2-43)
(2-44)
dp~k a~k dlk t
dwik
hk htlk
Figure 2-6 Headway and Holding Time
As shown in Figure 2-6, suppose we want to increase the departure time to (dk+ A).
This can be achieved either by increasing holding time htik to (htik+ A) or increasing dwell
time dwk to (dwik+A). (In this case, the dwell time is larger than the actual time for
passengers to alight and board the train). In the following part, we would like to compare the
changes in objective function (2-1) due to the change of holding time or dwell time. Since the
departure time is (dik+A) in either case, the change of terms only related to the departure
times are not considered.
Suppose the holding time increases by A, (2-45) gives the corresponding change in
objective function (2-1) (The second term is only related to departure time, and, hence, is not
considered.)
AUiW' { k (ht,,k2
A
+ A) 2 _ ht k] +11 (
2'
- Ak (hti ,+ A))(hti ,+ A) - (lik- Ak htik )htik I I
~ UI' (ui, -Ak htik)A. (2-45)
In contrast, if the dwell time is over-estimated by A, since the platform-waiting time
hk includes the dwell time dw,k , the change is
Ak (hik
2
~ Ak h,,kA .
A
2
(2-46)
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The value of (2-46) can be smaller than that of (2-45) if there is significant load on the
train after unloading. For this reason, the same cost for dwell time is imposed as that for
holding time.
We can show that the overall cost by increasing dwk, to (dwik+ A) is larger than that
by increasing htik to (htik+ A) under the cost structure of objective function (2-2).
By increasing dwk by A, we increase hk by A. The cost change is
Akhi A +(lk- Ak ht,k) A. (-4)
The cost increase due to increasing htik to (htik+ A) is given by
U'" (lik - Ak hti , ) A . (2-48)
The value of (2-47) is no smaller than that of (2-48) because U " is no larger than one.
Therefore, the solution will never over-count the dwell time if holding is an option.
If we use objective function (2-1), we in fact impose an assumption that the on-board
delay is only introduced by the holding time. That is, running time between stations and dwell
time at stations are the same as that passengers incur under normal conditions. However,
during a disruption, the dwell time is larger than normal. Therefore, it theoretically makes
sense to considering the dwell time cost for passengers on-board even if we do not need to
ensure exact dwell time. The problem of objective function (2-2) is that it double-counts the
dwell time for passengers boarding the train before holding starts. The platform waiting time
of these passengers, the first term of (2-2 ), has included the dwell time, but the last term of
(2-2 ) also included the dwell time as in-vehicle delay. However, since the dwell time is short,
the over-counting is not significant.
Constraints (2-3) to (2-44) are explained below.
Constraint (2-3) ensures that the departure time of train i at station k is no earlier than
its departure time from previous station (k - 1) plus running time between those two stations
and dwell time at station k .
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In the general system model, we use minimum separation to ensure a minimum
distance between trains. Constraint (2-4) ensures that only if train i can run without stopping
from station k -i to k and the arrival headway at k is no less than the minimum separation
at k , can it depart station k -1. There is a variation of (2-4) near at the terminus. Let the
queuing station be defined as the last station before the terminal station. There are usually two
platforms at the terminal. If both platforms are occupied, the train departing from the queuing
station has to stop at some intermediate point until one of the platforms clears. The minimum
separation can be used to model such a queuing phenomenon. That is, the departure time of
train i from the queuing station plus the running time from the queuing station to the terminal
should be no earlier than the departure time of the second preceding train from the terminal
station. Constraint (2-3) and (2-4) apply only if train i operates on segment m , that is if
so.,= 1.
Constraints (2-5) and (2-6) determine the departure time of the train preceding train i
with the predecessor indicator y, .jrn Constraint (2-7) determines the holding time and (2-8)
determines the platform waiting time. Both of them apply only if so,, = 1.
Constraints (2-9) to (2-14) are terminal constraints. For a terminal station, the
following two scenarios are identified.
(1) There is no train at the platform when train i arrives at the terminal (Figure 2-7).
At the terminal, the departure time can not be earlier than the arrival time plus the
minimum recovery time. Since the minimum recovery time is enough for all passengers to
alight from and board the train, we can assume that all passengers board the train during the
recovery time. In this case, platform waiting time is from the departure time of the predecessor
of train i to the arrival of train i, which is represented by hk . The in-vehicle waiting time is
from the arrival time to the departure time of train i, which is taken as the holding time htik
at the terminal.
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thi hti,k (t. c
Figure 2-7 Terminal Scenario 1
(2) There is a train at the platform when train i arrives at the terminal (Figure 2-8).
aik dpik dk
t
hti,k
Figure 2-8 Terminal Scenario 2
In this case, there is no platform waiting time for train i between the arrival of train i
and the departure of its predecessor. The in-vehicle waiting time is from the departure time of
the predecessor of train i to the departure time of train i.
The above two scenarios are identified by the late binary variable, which
identifies whether the arrival time of train i is later than the departure time of its
predecessor. Constraint (2-9) ensures that the arrival time of train i at terminal t is no
earlier than the departure time from the station prior to the terminal plus the running time.
Constraint (2-10) ensures that the departure time of train i at the terminal is no earlier
than the arrival time plus the minimum recovery time. Constraint (2-11) ensures that the
departure time of train i is no earlier than the scheduled departure time. All these
constraints apply only if train i operates on the terminal segment. Constraint (2-12) sets
the late index to 1 if the arrival time of train i is later than the departure time of its
predecessor from the terminal. Constraints (2-13) and (2-14) determine the holding time
and platform and in-vehicle waiting time based on the late and soim variables.
di k
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Constraint (2-15) is a short-turning constraint. If a train is to be short-turned via
the crossover track on segment m, its departure time at the short-turning destination
station can be no earlier than its departure time at the short-turning origin station plus the
constant short-turning time and the dwell time at the destination station. Constraint (2-16)
determines the corresponding holding time after short-turning.
Constraint (2-17) is the dwell time constraint. Only if a train operates on the
segment and does not skip the station, does it incur a dwell time, which has the structure
discussed in the Section 2.4.2.
Constraint (2-18) determines the number of potential riders for a train at a station
assuming it will not skip any station. It includes the passengers on the train and the
passengers on the platform. Constraint (2-19) determines the number of passengers that
will be left because the train will skip their destinations. It uses the alighting ratio at each
station to estimate the potential riders whose destinations are at each station, then uses the
expressing decision variables to determine whether those people have to wait for the next
train. For example, suppose there are r' potential riders at station k if the train does not
skip any station. Based upon the alighting ratio, we can estimate how many of those r'
potential riders will stay on the train beyond station (k + q -1), and how many people
will alight at station (k + q). Then, if the train skips station (k + q), those people whose
destination is (k + q) will have to wait at k for the next train. Constraint (2-20)
determines the potential riders excluding those who can not board the train due to
expressing.
Constraints (2-21) and (2-22) determine the binary load variable value, so that if
and only if the train is loaded to capacity Vik = 1. Constraint (2-23) determines the
boarding passengers based on the binary load variable, expressing decision variable and
segment occupancy variable. Constraint (2-24) determines the alighting passengers if the
train operates on the segment and stops at the station. Constraint (2-25) and (2-26) use the
predecessor index to determine the number of passengers left by the preceding train at a
station. Constraint (2-27) is the load constraint. If the train skips station k, its departure
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load at k will be the same as that at (k -1). If the train stops at the station, and if it is
loaded to capacity, the load will be equal to the maximum load, otherwise, it will be
equal to the number of riders. This constraint is valid only if the train operates on
segment m .
It is assumed that the train to be short-turned must stop at the station immediately
before the crossover track. Constraint (2-28) determines the number of passengers left by
a train. It includes those people who can not board the train due to either expressing or
train capacity. Constraint (2-29) determines the number of passengers left by the short-
turned train at the station immediately before the crossover track. All passengers on-
board have to alight the train and wait for the next train.
Constraint (2-30) ensures that a train can be short-turned on segment m only if it
operates on segment m. Constraint (2-31) ensures that a train will not operate on
segment (m +1) if it is short-turned on segment m. Constraint (2-32) ensures that any
train not operating on segment (m -1), will not operating on the following segment m,
either. It does not apply to the situation where two segments are formed by a crossover
track because trains may be short-turned from the other direction. At the merge point, this
constraint means that if any train from one of the branches does not operate on the last
segment on that branch (trunk portion), it will not operate on the first segment of the
trunk portion (that branch). Constraint (2-33) ensures that if neither train i and nor its
initial successor train (i + 1) is short-turned on segment m , train i will be the predecessor
of train (i+1) on segment m. Constraint (2-34) states that only if train i is turned back
on segment m, may it be the predecessor of train j on the opposite segment m' in the
reverse direction. Constraint (2-35) ensures that a train can be turned back at only one of
the available crossover tracks. Constraint (2-36) ensures that there can be only one
predecessor of a train on a certain segment. Constraint (2-37) ensures a train to be the
predecessor of only one train. Constraint (2-38) prevents any train that is the predecessor
of another train also being the successor of that train. Constraint (2-39) states that any
train not operating on a segment can have no predecessor on that segment. Constraint (2-
40) and (2-41) state that if a train skips a station, its load must be the same as the load
before that station, since there is no boarding/alighting at the station.
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Constraint (2-42) determines the express starting binary variables, which is used to
show the number of the express segments. If the train stops at station k - 1 but skips station
k, there must be an express segment starting from station k. Generally speaking, multiple
express segments may cause confusion to the passengers, complicate the announcements, and
waste needed capacity. Therefore, constraint (2-43) ensures there is only one express segment.
Constraint (2-44) ensures that the blocked train can depart from the blocked point only after
the blockage has been cleared.
2.5 Model Implementation
The above model has a non-linear objective function and non-linear constraints.
To solve it using a linear solver, we need to transform it into a linear formulation.
2.5.1 Approximation of the Objective Function
The objective function contains quadratic functions with respect to the out-of-
vehicle waiting time and holding time. Piece-wise linear functions can be used to
approximate these quadratic functions. The additional waiting time for passengers left by
trains, which is the product of the number of passengers left and the departure interval,
and the in-vehicle delay for passengers on-board, which is the product of the passenger
load when holding starts and the holding time, are non-separable terms. In other words,
we can not separate the two variables and can not use linear functions to approximate
them. Therefore, approximate values are applied to one of the two variables.
1. Piece-wise Linear Approximation
As shown in Figure 2-9, a quadratic function can be approximated by piece-wise
linear functions.
Suppose x e [ xi, xi, 1], then
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, x 2 =[Axi+(1- A)x,,,] 2 ,0 /I<1.
xi xi+1
Figure 2-9 Piece-wise Approximation
Let y[(x) = A x2 + (1- A)x21 denote the piece-wise linear function to
approximate x 2 on [ xi, xiI ]. Obviously, y'(x) is no less than x 2 because the quadratic
function is convex. The residual is:
y'(x)- x2 = A x2 +(l- A )x2I 1- [A xi+(I- A)xi+ )] 2
= A (I- A ) (x+1 -x )2
Therefore, the maximum residual is achieved when A= 0.5, and the maximum
residual is:
2
Clearly, the smaller the interval we use the more precise the approximation.
Let y (x) = x2 + k, (x - xi) denote the extended line that contains linear piece-
wise function y[(x) over [xe, xi ], k, = the slope of piece i, bi = the intercept of
extended line.
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x= A xi+(1- A)xi,,
Suppose x e [x,, xij ], the following function gives the approximate value
from y[(x), the piece-wise function to approximate the quadratic function over [ xi, xi, 1],
because the quadratic function is convex.
y = Max y,(x)= Max{ k, x+ b,}= y[(x) ~ x2
nl n
The following is an example of using piece-wise linear functions to approximate
the first quadratic term in (2-2).
hk 2 Zik = Max { a hik + bn }.
Or
i a, hk, + bn , for n = 1, 2,.
Similarly, we have
htk = Max {a'ht + b'}.
Or
ztk a' ht + b' for n =1, 2,.
2. Approximation of the Non-Separable Terms
The additional waiting time for passengers left by trains and the in-vehicle delay
for passengers on-board trains are non-separable terms because they are the products of
two variables that are related to the decision variables. To linearize these terms, we use
approximate values for one of the variables in each case.
Trains initially ahead of the blockage may be held to even out headways.
However, it will never make sense to hold these trains for so long that they will leave
passengers behind at stations. If a train is to leave passengers behind after holding, a
better solution can always be achieved by holding the train for less time with reduced in-
vehicle delay. Therefore, if the system meets the capacity requirement under normal
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operating conditions, no passengers would be left behind by trains ahead of the blockage.
We only need to consider passengers left by trains initially behind the blockage. Since the
headways of trains behind the blockage are usually constrained by the minimum safe
separation condition, the minimum headway, which is the sum of minimum safe
separation plus dwell time, is a good approximation of the additional waiting time for
passengers left behind at a certain station. That is, the product of the actual number of
passengers left behind and the minimum headway can be used to approximate the waiting
cost of these passengers.
The second term, in-vehicle delay, is the product of the passenger load when
holding starts and the holding time. For trains initially ahead of the blockage, normal
operation is interrupted only when holding strategies are applied. Hence, the typical
passenger load in that time period can be used as an approximation for the number of
passengers on-board when holding starts. However, once trains are held, the typical load
will be an underestimate of passengers on-board at following stations. Nevertheless, it is
less likely to hold the same train at multiple stations ahead of the blockage because there
are likely to be more passengers on-board, and the total in-vehicle delay per unit holding
time becomes larger and larger. Therefore, the product of the typical passenger load in
that time period and the holding time can be used to approximate the in-vehicle delay for
passengers on-board trains initially ahead of the blockage when holding starts.
Unlike trains ahead of the blockage, passenger load for trains behind the blockage
is usually high. Therefore, typical passenger load in that time period will be an
underestimate of the true load. However, before the blockage clearance, passengers who
are on-board blocked trains at stations behind the blockage have to wait for the whole
blockage period no matter what holding strategies are applied. Hence, their in-vehicle
delay is a constant and does not affect the decisions. After the blockage is cleared, trains
behind the blockage are clustered together and there is a gap ahead of the first blocked
train. Thus, there is no inherent reason to hold these trains unless there is another gap
behind, and blocked trains should move ahead as quickly as possible. Therefore, any
underestimate of the passenger load should not have a significant impact.
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After these approximations, the objective function (2-2) becomes:
SI { Ak Zik, + pik(H +dwo )+U'w [ Ak ztik + 10 (ht + dw (2-49)2 k k2 ik k i,k i,k)] (2-49
where z ik is used to approximate the quadratic term of normal waiting time for
train i at station k, zti,k is used to approximate the quadratic term of holding time for
train i at station k, 10 is the typical passenger load at station k in that time period, Hk
is the minimum safe separation (minimum departure-arrival interval) between trains at
station k, and dwo is the typical dwell time at station k in that period.
2.5.2 Transformation of Non-linear Constraints
The formulation also includes numerous non-linear constraints ((2-13), (2-14), (2-
17), (2-18), (2-19), (2-23), (2-24), (2-27), (2-28), (2-29)) to ensure that variables have
different values under different control interventions. For this reason, integer
programming techniques are used to transform those constraints into linear constraints
with binary variables and sufficient large numbers M .
These large numbers are the upper bound for different variables and can be
determined heuristically. For example, for the load constraint (2-27), train capacity is the
upper bound of the load and can be used as the large number. For departure times,
assuming we do not apply any control strategies, we can obtain the heuristic bounds of
departure times for trains at different stations based upon the running time between
stations, maximum dwell time and the duration of blockage.
Constraint (2-19) determines the number of passengers left behind by the express
trains. To simplify this problem, the following assumption is made.
A(7) Express announcement is made at the station immediately before the express
segment.
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Under this assumption, the station immediately before the express segment is the
only station where the express train dumps passengers. For disruption control, the
possible trains that we may want to express are trains behind the blockage after the
blockage is cleared. Since most of the benefit from expressing is the reduced waiting time
at stations down the line, we want to express the train as early as possible. Hence, the
express announcement can be made before the blockage is cleared at stations behind the
blockage to save time, and the express segment can begin with the next station the train
arrives at after the blockage is cleared. Therefore, the above assumption is realistic.
In addition to this assumption, a predetermined value is used to approximate the
proportion of passengers dumped by the express train and the portion of passengers
whose destinations are within the express segment, and, therefore, can not board the
express train at the station immediately before the express segment. This group of
passengers is usually a small portion of all passengers, and the train following the express
train usually has a very small headway. Hence, this simplification does not have
significant impact on the control strategies. Intuitively, it is "expensive" to skip stations
with large alighting fraction because large numbers of passengers will have to wait for
the next train. Hence, it makes sense to limit the express segment according to the
alighting ratio at stations. In another word, the maximum express segment starting from
each station can be predefined based on the alighting fractions.
Corresponding to this approximation, the stations that can be skipped should be
restricted so that the portion of passengers whose destinations are within the express
segment should not exceed the assumed approximate portion of passengers dumped by
the express train. Otherwise, the cost of leaving passengers due to expressing may be
underestimated.
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Chapter 3
Model Application
In this chapter, the objectives are to test the model, compare the effectiveness of
different control strategies, and investigate the sensitivity of the control strategies to the
deterministic disruption duration assumption. First, the Massachusetts Bay Transportation
Authority Red Line is described and important simplifications are made to the original
system to make it easier to interpret the solution and to highlight the effectiveness of
different control strategies. Then, the linearized model described in Chapter 2 is applied
to a disruption scenario on the modified system. Disruptions of two different lengths are
tested: 10-minutes and 20-minutes. Both disruptions occur at 8:15AM during the morning
peak period. To look at the impact of the assumption that the disruption duration is
known, sensitivity analysis is then applied in order to estimate the change in benefits if
the true disruption duration is different from the estimate.
3.1 Problem Description
3.1.1 Description of the MBTA Red Line
The MBTA Red Line system is shown in Figure 3-1. It is a heavy rail system with
two branches and a common trunk portion. Each branch is named according to the
terminal station at the end of the branch, Ashmont and Braintree. The junction point is
effectively at JFK station, where passengers can board trains from (for) either branch,
although there are separate tracks for Braintree and Ashmont trains. Alewife is the
terminal station at the other end of the trunk portion. There are five stations on the
Ashmont Branch, six stations on the Braintree branch, and twelve stations on the trunk
portion. For modeling purpose, platforms at the same location but serving different
directions are considered to be different stations except for terminal stations. At terminal
stations, two trains can be accommodated at the same time.
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Trains are typically dispatched onto the line from Braintree and Ashmont. During
the AM peak, there are 11 Ashmont trains and 16 Braintree trains. All trains consist of 6
cars, and each train has a capacity of approximately 960 passengers. The Ashmont and
Braintree trains are dispatched at headways of approximately 8 and 6 minutes,
respectively. The resulting mean headway on the trunk portion is approximately 3-4
minutes.
3.1.2 Simplified System
Since the blockage in the scenario occurs on one of the two Red Line branches,
there are several associated difficulties. First, there may be required (forced) control
actions at the junction point. On occasion, trains must be held to ensure that they enter the
trunk portion with a safe separation. Second, since a blockage on one of the two branches
does not completely disable the whole system, benefits from different control strategies
may be confounded due to interaction effects with the other branch at the junction point.
To filter out the "noise" due to the junction point and highlight the performance
of the control strategies, the following modifications were made to the Red Line system
in this test of the model system. The modified system is shown in Figure 3-1 with solid
lines.
1. Trains and stations on the Ashmont branch are not considered.
2. The passenger arrival rate at each station on the trunk portion is scaled by the ratio of
Braintree trains to all trains. During peak periods, the ratio of Ashmont and Braintree
trains is about 3:4. Therefore, 4/7 is used to scale the passenger arrival rate for
stations on the trunk portion. The scaled arrival rates are also shown in Appendix A.
3. At the same time, the minimum headway at each station on the trunk portion is scaled
by 7/4 to accommodate trains from the Ashmont branch. Therefore, a solution
feasible to the modified system is also feasible to the original system.
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After these modifications, the solution to the modified system will not be optimal
but will be feasible for the original system. In terms of the solution speed, since the order
of trains entering the trunk portion is not considered, fewer binary variables are needed to
determine the preceding train on the trunk portion. Therefore, it potentially takes less
time to obtain the optimal solution for the modified system.
3.1.3 Disruption Description
The problem analyzed is a blockage between Braintree (Station 6) and Quincy
Adams (Station 7) in the inbound direction on the Braintree branch. Train T26 is blocked
about half way between Braintree and Quincy Adams. Two instances with different
lengths of blockage are investigated: 10 minutes and 20 minutes.
Figure 3-1 shows the Red Line track configuration as well as the train locations at
the time of the hypothetical disruption. These train locations were originally taken from
the MBTA Operation Control System and modified so that the headways of trains are
close to the 6-minute scheduled headway. There are crossover tracks at both Quincy
Adams and Quincy Center with an assumed short-turning time of 6 minutes at either
location.
3.1.4 Input Data
The following input data are assumed:
1. Dwell time
As discussed in Chapter 2, the following dwell time function form is used:
dw = Max (Co ,C,+ C2 -Alightings + C3 -Boardings). (3-1)
Dwell time data was collected at South Station in the outbound direction on the
Red Line during the PM peak period with the resulting raw data shown in Appendix B.
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The estimated linear dwell time function (in seconds) is
dw = 5.52 + 0.12 -Alightings +0.12. Boardings. (R2 = 0.79) (3-2)
(1.48) (3.32) (5.69)
The constant term has a small value and the t-statistic is only marginally
significant. The reason for this result may be that the data collected are most concentrated
in the area where the volume of boarding and alighting passengers is high. Little data was
collected in the low passenger volume range. Therefore, a constant value is used to
approximate the dwell time in the range where the volume of boardings and alightings is
low. Based on the data, a value of 20 seconds was selected as CO, which is close to the
lowest dwell time in the data set. The final dwell time function (in seconds) is as follows:
dw = Max (20, 5.52 + 0.12. Alightings + 0.12 -Boardings). (3-3)
Such approximation in the low passenger boarding/alighting range can potentially
result in overestimates of the dwell time. However, as discussed in Chapter 2, the slope of
the dwell time function is small in the low passenger volume range. Therefore, even
though this simplification may not be precise, it should not have a significant impact on
system performance.
Only at Park Street Station can passengers board and alight simultaneously
through doors on both sides of the train. Operators first open doors on one side, then
doors on the other side, with a similar procedure for door closing. Since dwell time data
at Park Street Station were not sufficient to estimate an independent dwell time function,
the dwell time function coefficients are derived from (3-3) (in seconds) as follows:
dw = Max (20, 5.52 + 0.06. Alightings + 0.06 . Boardings). (3-4)
Although the door opening and closing time at Park Street Station is twice that at
other stations, it is usually a small portion of the constant time in the dwell time function.
As discussed in Section 2.3.2, the dwell time may be similar within small passenger flow
ranges. That is, a large portion of the dwell time constant may be the "buffering" time for
a small number of passengers. For example, the dwell time for 10 passenger boardings
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and 20 passenger boardings may be similar. Linearity may become obvious only beyond
a certain range. At Park Street Station, since passengers can alight and board through
doors on both sides of the train, the buffering time can be expected to be smaller than at
other stations. The combined effect of door opening/closing time and the buffering time
is uncertain. Therefore, the constant terms are kept the same as those in (3-3).
Coefficients for alightings and boardings for the dwell time function at Park Street
Station are taken as half the corresponding coefficients in (3-3). This implies that the
passenger flows on both sides are similar. In other words, the doors on both sides are
equally used, which is almost certainly not true in practice. Therefore, this simplification
may lead to underestimating the marginal alighting/boarding times.
Since we do not yet have sufficient accurate data, such approximation is
inevitable. Nevertheless, the dwell time at Park Street consists of only a small part of the
total train travel time and Park Street station is the last station in the impact set of the test
scenario. Therefore, the approximation should not have significant impact on system
performance.
2. Train location
In the model, train location information is reflected in the latest departure time at
stations when a disruption occurs. In this model application, this data item is estimated
according to the running time between stations and the location of trains when the
disruption occurs. In a real implementation, train arrivals at stations will be monitored
and the latest train arrival time recorded.
3. Passenger arrival rate and alighting fraction
Both disruptions tested occur at 8:15 AM during the height of the morning peak
period. The corresponding passenger arrival rate and alighting fraction at each station in
that time period must be provided as input.
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To maintain comparability with the analysis done by O'Dell (1997, 1999), the
same passenger arrival rates and alighting fractions are used. The data are shown in
Appendix A. This data set was processed by O'Dell based on a data set collected by the
Massachusetts' Central Transportation Planning Staff (1991). The original data set
consists of detailed counts of passengers arriving and alighting at each station, for 15-
minute intervals throughout the day. The counts were collected on a train-by-train basis,
but not all were collected on the same day. O'Dell smoothed the data by averaging the
counts for the one hour period around 8:15 AM. For more detailed discussion of the data
processing, see O'Dell (1997, 1999).
According to the data, a large number of passengers arrive and board in-bound
trains at stations 6 through 10, but only a few passengers alight at these stations. There is
not much passenger activity at stations 11 through 13. At stations 14 through 16, both the
fraction of passengers alighting and passenger arrival rates are high.
4. Normal load at each station in the time period of interest
As discussed in Section 2.5.1, to approximate the non-separable passenger on-
board delay for holding candidates ahead of the blockage, which is the product of the
number of passengers on-board when holding starts and the holding time, the true holding
time is multiplied by the estimated number of passengers on-board when holding starts.
The number of passengers on-board trains ahead of the blockage when holding
starts is similar to the normal load at each station during the time period of interest if no
control intervention occurs before holding starts. This condition is valid for trains held for
the first time, but not valid for trains held multiple times. If holding cost is considered,
holding at multiple stations is less likely. Therefore, normal load at each station during
the time period of interest should be a good approximation of the number of passengers
on-board when holding starts.
Based on the normal headway, arrival rates and alighting fractions, the normal
load at each station in that time period is calculated. In a real implementation, such
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normal load at each station for the time period of interest must be determined prior to the
application of the model and can be verified based on observations.
The current load of all trains that are operating when a disruption occurs is also
required and is estimated as for the normal load. If the model is implemented on a transit
line with an automatic vehicle monitoring system, these estimates can be improved by
updating the load on a train based on the headway when it arrives at a station and arrival
rates and alighting fractions.
5. Train running time and minimum separation
With the control line information for the MBTA Red Line, Heimburger et al
(1999) developed a simulation model to determine the minimum separation of trains at
each station and the corresponding maximum running time under the non-inter-station-
stopping condition. These data are shown in Appendix C. Since Heimburger did not
estimate the maximum running time between Braintree (Station 6) and Quincy Adams
(Station 7), the mean running time for that section obtained from the MBTA operations
control system was used.
6. Weight for in-vehicle delay
As discussed in Chapter 2, since passengers may perceive in-vehicle delay to be
less onerous than platform waiting time, a weight less than 1 is used for in-vehicle delay.
According to the research by Abdel-Aty, Kitamura and Jovanis (1995), 0.5 is a
reasonable weight for in-vehicle travel time. In-vehicle delay should be more onerous
than in-vehicle travel time but less onerous than platform waiting time. Therefore, a
weight between 0.5 and 1 might be reasonable for in-vehicle delay. In this research, 0.5 is
taken as the weight for in-vehicle delay.
7. Portion of passengers who have to leave the express train
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As discussed in Section 2.5.2, a predetermined value is used to approximate the
proportion of passengers dumped by the express train and the portion of passengers
whose destinations are within the express segment, and therefore, can not board or have
to alight from the train at the station immediately before the express segment.
Based on the location of the disruption and passenger arrival rates and alighting
fractions, a beneficial express segment is most likely to be a set of stations between
station 7 to 13. At stations 14 to 16, passenger alighting fractions are high, and it is not
likely to be optimal to skip any of these stations. So trains are not allowed to skip these
stations and the maximum express segment is thus from stations 7 to 13. In this research,
the proportion of passengers whose destinations are within the maximum expressing
segment, which is 0.1, is used to approximate the proportion of passengers dumped by
the express train. Obviously, this may result in overestimates of the number of passengers
dumped. However, since this value is not large and the train following the express train
has a very small headway, the simplification should not have significant impact on the
control strategies and the objective function value.
3.2 Model Results
3.2.1 Description
The first results to be presented are for the "No-Disturbance" case. This is used to
establish normal conditions on the line. After this, two different blockage lengths are
analyzed: 10 minutes and 20 minutes. In each scenario, "No-Control", "Holding Only",
"Holding and Expressing", and "Holding, Expressing and Short-turning Strategies" are
investigated. In the "No-Control" case, no active control strategies are applied. In the
"Holding Only" case, only holding strategies are allowed. In the "Holding and
Expressing" case, both holding and expressing strategies are allowed. In the "Holding,
Expressing and Short-turning Strategies" case, holding, expressing, and short-turning
strategies are all allowed.
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3.2.2 Evaluation Time Window
To compare the benefits from different control strategies, ideally, we would like
to look only at passengers that are affected by the disruption or the control strategies.
Ideally, passengers arriving before the system has fully recovered to normal operations
would be considered affected. However, after the disruption is cleared, there are usually
many trains clustered behind the blockage (trains with smaller than normal headway). It
provides little benefits to control these trains (see O'Dell (1997, 1999)) while increasing
the control set and impact set. Therefore, not all clustered trains behind the blockage are
considered. As discussed in Section 2.3.3, the last train included in the impact set behind
the blockage is the first train behind the blockage that does not leave passengers behind.
The total capacity of the clustered trains should exceed the accumulated volume of
passengers arriving before the departure of the last clustered train if the system has
enough capacity under normal conditions. Thus, the number of trains included in the
impact set behind the blockage is no larger than the number of clustered trains. Since
passengers boarding the clustered trains are positively affected, the benefits evaluated are
a lower bound of the true benefits. However, since the number of clustered trains should
not differ much from the number of trains included in the impact set behind the blockage,
the underestimate of the benefits should not be significant.
In this research, passengers initially on-board controlled trains and trains behind
the blockage in the impact set when the disruption occurs and passengers boarding the
controlled or blocked trains at intermediate stations after the blockage occurs are taken as
a common group of passengers to evaluate. To compare impacts across different control
schemes, we would like to establish a common group of passengers, over which the
impacts of the disruption and control strategies are evaluated.
As shown in Figure 3-2, at each station, there is an evaluation time window with
starting time t, and ending time te , within which the impacts on passengers arriving due
to the disruption or control strategies are evaluated. Passengers initially on-board blocked
or controlled trains incur normal platform waiting time but extra in-vehicle delay. Since
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they board trains before the disruption occurs, their platform waiting time is not affected.
However, if they are left behind due to either expressing or short-turning, additional
platform waiting time is incurred. Since both platform waiting time and in-vehicle delay
are to be considered, the platform waiting time for passengers initially on-board the
blocked or controlled trains before the blockage occurs are assumed to be the typical
mean platform waiting time, which is half the normal headway. For passengers arriving
at each station within the evaluation time window, their platform waiting time and in-
vehicle delay at that station and following stations may both be affected by the disruption
and control strategies.
t S t et S te t S t et S te
Station 1 Station 2 Station 3 Station 4
Passenger Initially
on-board Controlled A Common Group of Passengers
Trains
Figure 3-2 Passengers Groups to be Isolated
Precisely speaking, the starting time of the evaluation time window at each station
should be the time after which arriving passengers will board a blocked or a controlled
train, or the latest departure time of an uncontrolled train. However, if the starting time of
the evaluation time window is defined this way, the group of passengers initially on-
board the controlled trains may overlap with the group of passenger arriving at stations.
For example, consider Figure 3-3, which shows a scenario when a disruption occurs.
Suppose the impact set includes stations A through I and A' through C', and trains T,
through T6 and T, through T, .The control set includes T, through T6 and T2 T2 is
the only short-turning candidate. Suppose the first train controlled is train T2, which is
held at station E for a certain time. The latest departure time of an uncontrolled train at
station D is then the departure time of train T,. That is, after this time, passengers
arriving at station D may board a controlled train, for example, train T2. However,
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passengers who arrive within the evaluation time window at station D and board train T2
are also part of the passengers initially on-board T2 when the disruption occurs and they
have been already included in the group of passengers to be evaluated. To eliminate such
overlap, at stations where the last train arrives before the disruption occurs is a train that
is controlled at later stations, the starting time of the time window is the departure time of
this train. This train may not be controlled under all control schemes. To have a common
starting time, if this train is held under some control schemes, its departure time before
the blockage occurrence is taken as the starting time of the time window. Since this time
is earlier than the disruption occurrence, it is the same across different control schemes.
At stations where the last train is not a controlled train, the starting time of the
time window is defined as the departure time of the last uncontrolled train. To establish a
common starting time, the departure time of the last common uncontrolled train in all
cases at each station is used as the starting time of the time window.
D Station A Trains 9 Blockage
T,'J A' B' T2 I T3
T6 A T5 B CT 4  T3D T2E F TG To H I
Figure 3-3 Determination of Evaluation Time Window
To demonstrate this concept, suppose in Figure 3-3, the first train that is
controlled in the "Holding Only" and "Holding and Expressing" cases is train T2 , and is
train T3 in the "Holding, Express and Short-turning" case because train T2 is short-
turned and less holding is required. In the blocked direction at station A through E,
since the last train arriving before the disruption occurs may be a controlled train, for
example, T2 at station D, the departure time of the last controlled train past the station
before the blockage occurrence is used as the starting time of the window. For example,
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the starting time is the departure time of train T5 at station A, is the departure time of
train T4 at station B, is the departure time of train T3 at station C, and is the departure
time of train T2 at stations D and E. At station F through I , the first train arriving
after the blockage occurs is an uncontrolled train, either T, or To. Therefore, T, is the last
common uncontrolled train, and the departure time of T, at station F through I is taken
as the starting time of the window. In the reverse direction, the evaluation starting times
at stations A' and B' are the departure times of train T, and is the departure time of T2
at station C'. In addition, passengers initially on-board trains T2 through T6 and T2 are
included in the common group of passengers to be evaluated.
The ending time of the time window, should be a time after which no passenger
would perceive a waiting time that is longer than the normal headway. That is, no
passenger would perceive a delay. Therefore, the departure time of the first train behind
the blockage that does not leave passengers in the "No-Control" case at each station is
used. We define this train as the margin train. Under active control schemes, the
corresponding departure time of this margin train may be earlier than that in the "No-
Control" case. The waiting time for passengers arriving between the departure time of the
margin train and the ending time of the time window is assumed to be the mean typical
waiting time, which is half the normal headway. If a disruption occurs, the headways for
trains behind the blockage are usually smaller than the normal headway. Therefore, this
assumption should give us a conservative estimate of benefits.
In the above example, suppose the last train included in the impact set in the
blocked direction is train T6. That is, T6 is the first train behind the blockage that does
not leave passengers in the "No-Control" case. Therefore, the departure time of train T6
at each station in the impact set is taken as the evaluation ending time at that station.
Under active control schemes, the departure time of train T6 may be earlier than that in
the "No-Control" case. In such cases, passengers arriving after the departure time of train
T6 and before the ending time of the window at each station are assumed to incur mean
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waiting time under normal operating conditions. In fact, the train following T6 may be
close to T6 after the disruption clearance, and the headway may be less than the normal
headway. The headway of the second following train may also be no larger than six
minutes, unless there is a delay or disruption. Therefore, the mean waiting time
assumption provides a conservative estimate of the benefits of active control.
As shown in the above, the starting time and ending time of the evaluation time
window are determined only after the results from all control schemes have been
obtained. Therefore, the size of the group of passengers over which we evaluate the
impact may not be the same as that of the initial impact set. After the evaluation time
window is determined at each station, the number of passengers chosen to evaluate the
waiting time is the same under different control schemes applied to the same disruption.
Total passenger waiting time and on-board delay time are then post-processed with
passenger arrival rates, headway, passengers left and holding time. There may be a
difference between the objective function value and the weighted sum of total passenger
waiting time and on-board delay because the group of passengers arriving within the
evaluation time window may not be identical to the group of passengers in the impact set.
In addition, there are approximation errors.
Since the number of passengers in the evaluation time window is the same, the
total weighted waiting time and mean weighted waiting time can be used equivalently as
evaluation measures. There is consistency between the objective function value being
minimized and the evaluation measure. Although there are passengers included in the
evaluation time window whose waiting time may not be considered during optimization
under the active control schemes, these passengers only comprise a small portion of the
passengers in the time window. In terms of objective function value to optimize, total
passenger waiting time is preferable than mean passenger waiting time. If the objective
function value is mean passenger waiting time, trains behind the blockage may be held
for more time than desirable to pick up more passengers. Since the mean waiting time of
these passengers is smaller than the overall mean waiting time, each marginal passenger
will help to reduce the overall mean waiting time. However, in practice, it is usually
preferable to let trains behind the blockage move ahead as quickly as possible to avoid
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additional delay for clustered trains behind the blockage. Therefore, total waiting time is
a better objective function value to minimize.
3.2.3 No-Disturbance Case
The model is first applied to the "No-Disturbance" case to obtain several
important parameters used in the subsequent evaluation. The disruption length is zero in
this case. The results are shown in Table 3-1. Above the table the objective function
value (in passenger minutes), the solution time (in seconds), the number of iterations, and
the number of nodes are all shown. The first part of the table comprises out-bound
stations on the Braintree branch, including stations 36 to 39. The second part comprises
in-bound stations 6 through 10 on the Braintree branch. The third part comprises in-
bound stations I1 through 16 on the trunk portion. At each station, departure time, dwell
time, departure headway, holding time, and the passenger load on the train are presented
by train according to the departure sequence at that station. Each row corresponds to a
single train.
In the "No-Control" case, no control strategies are allowed. Expressing and short-
turning strategies can be restricted with binary variables. For the holding strategy, it is not
enough just to constrain the holding time for trains ahead of the blockage to be zero.
Since there is no upper bound on the dwell time, even if the holding time is constrained to
be zero, the solution may overestimate the dwell time, which is equivalent to holding
trains at stations as discussed in Chapter 2. To avoid over-estimating the dwell time,
exact dwell times are developed from the "No-Disturbance" case. In the "No-
Disturbance" case, headways are close to the scheduled headway and should be even,
hence there is no benefit from holding a train. In the "No-Control" case, trains ahead of
the blockage have the same headway, dwell time and load conditions as those in the "No
Disturbance" case because no control strategies are applied to them and they are not
affected by the disruption behind them. Therefore, the dwell times of trains ahead of the
blockage are constrained to be the same as the dwell times obtained from the "No-
Disturbance" case and the holding time can be constrained to be zero so that no active
holding can occur.
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Table 3-1 "No Disturbance" Case
OBJ Value =18607 passenger minutes Solution Time = 3.15 sec
Iterations = 2215 Nodes = 41
JFK (11) Andrew (12) Broadway (13) South Station (14) Downtown Crossing (15) Park ST. (16)
DT IDW DH IHT ILoad DT IDW IDH IHT LIa TDW HHTLdDTWLoad DT Ia TD DH IHT ILoad DT IDW [DH IHT ILoad
T23 3.45 0.3
T26 15.5 0.3
T30 27.5 0.3
0 532 6.39 0.3
0 532 18.4 0.3
5321 30.41 0.3
6
I
6
0 5631 8.91 0.33
0| 5631 211 0.33
-0 5621 331 0.33
6 01 5671 12.21 0.541 6
61 - 5651 24.21 0.551 6.04
6 0| 5641 36.21 0.551 6
0
0
0
504 2.02 0.65 6 0 344 3.38 0.5 6.2 0 214
506 14.2 0.65 6 0 345 15.6 0.5 6 0 212
505 26.3 0.67 6.1 0 345 27.6 0.5 6.1 0 213
504 38.3 0.66 6 0 344 39.6 0.5 6 0 212
DT = departure time DW = dwell time DH = departure headway HT = holding time
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T19
6
6
6
0
North Quincy (36) Wollaston (37) Quincy Center (38) Quincy Adams (39)
T0 DT DW DH HT Load DT DW DH HT Load DT DW DH HT Load DT DW DH HT Load
- - - - - -
- .- - - _. - - . - __1.38 0 .3 0
Braintree (6) Quincy Adams (7) Quincy Center (8) Wollaston (9) North Quincy (10)
DT DH HT Load DT DW DH HT Load DT DW DH HT Load DT DW DH HT Load DT DW DH HT Load
T25 322.28 0.33 6 0 442 4 0.37 6 0 535
T28 5.4 6. 0 758.94 0.4 6 0 227 12 0.35 6 0 35 430.33 6 0 442 16 0.38 6 0 535
T32 1171 61 01 751 20.91 0.41 61 01 2261 241 0.351 61 01 3511 26.31 0.331 5.991 01 4411 281 0.38 6 54
3.2.4 10-Minute Disruption Scenario
1. Problem Setting
In the 10 minute disruption scenario, the control set includes trains T19, T21, T23,
T25, T26, T28, T30. The potential holding candidates include T25, T23, T21 and T19. The
potential expressing candidates include T26 and T28. Based on the running time and the
short-turning time, train T30 can be short-turned at Quincy Adams.
The impact set includes Station 38, 39 and 6 (Braintree) through 16 (Park Street).
Beyond Park Street through Alewife in the AM peak period, passenger arrival rates are
low, hence, the impact set does not need to include these stations. At stations in the
outbound direction on the Braintree branch, passenger arrival rates are also insignificant.
Therefore, the impact set does not include those stations, except Station 38 and 39. At
Station 38 and 39, the passenger arrivals are negligible, so the waiting time for potential
arriving passengers is not considered. However, since trains may be short-turned at Station
38 and 39, passengers on-board may have to alight and wait for the next train. Therefore,
the waiting time for passengers who can potentially be dumped by short-turning trains is
considered. With the heuristic methods described in Section 2.2 with 1 minute as the dwell
time, the impact set should include at least train T30 behind the blockage to ensure that no
passenger would be left behind by the last train in the impact set. Since T30 may be short-
turned, the train behind T30 , train T32, is also included in the impact set.
2. Results
Table 3-2 shows the results of the "No-Control" case for the 10 minute blockage.
The table format is identical to Table 3-1 except that we now include a new column, P,
which shows passengers left behind by any train at any station. Only T26 leaves
passengers behind. This is because the dwell time upper bound is used to estimate the load
for train T26 and T28 in the heuristic method to determine the impact set, while real dwell
time is shorter. Therefore, the real departure headways of T26 and T28 are shorter, and few
passengers board T26 and T28.
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Table 3-2 10 - Minute Scenario "No Control" Case
OBJ Value = 32722 passenger minutes
Iterations = 1481
Solution Time = 1.54 sec
Nodes = 72
JFK (11) =Andrew (12) Broadway (13) ISouth Station (14) JDowntown Crossing (15) 1Park ST. (16)DT DW DH HT P JL DT DW DH IHTP L DT DW IDH HTPL IDT IDW DH HT P L DT DW H THTP IL IDT IDW DH HT IP L
532 6.3910.331- 6.0
960 29.4 0.33 17.0
236137.210.331 4.51 1.31 0
567 12.2 0.54 6.0 0.0
960 35.7 1.07 17.5 0.0
266 45.3 0.36 4.6 0.7
504 2.0 0.65 6.0 0
506 14.2 0.65 6.0 0
959 38.4 1.32 18.2 0
262 47.1 0.41 4.1 0
344 3.4 0.5 6.2 0 0 214
345 15.6 0.5 6.0 0 0212
725 40.0 0.71 18.4 0 510
190 48.5 0.5 4.1 0 0 126
DT = departure time DW = dwell time DH = departure headway HT = holding time P = passengers left L = departure passenger load
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North Quincy (36) Wollaston (37) Quincy Center (38) Quincy Adams (39)
T3 DD D JH P IL DTjWjHJT DW_ DHH
Braintree (6) Quincy Adams (7) Quincy Center (8) Wollaston (9) North Quincy (10)
DT DH HT P L DT DW DH HTP L DT DW DH HTPLoadDT DW DH HT P L DT DW DH HTP L
T25 3522.30.336.0 0.0 0 442 4.0 0.376.0 0 0 535
T28 11.7 12 6.3 0 154 16.5 0.33 3.0 1.3 0 230 19.5 0.33 2.7 0.2 0 285 22.1 0.47 2.8 0.0 0 470 24.3 0.84 3.3 0 0 787
T32 17.7 3 0.3 0 38 2 0.30.33 3.0 0.4 0 113 25.5 0.33 3.0 1 0 176 28.1 0.33 3.0 0.1 0 221 29.8 0.33 3.0 0 0 267
3.5 0.33 6
26.4 0.33 17
33.0 0.33 3.2 0.81 0
563 8.9 0.33
960 31.9 0.33
260 41.5 0.33 1.71 0
T19
T23
T26
T30
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
0
0
90
6.0
17.0
5.1
0
0
i
19
0
0
0
Table 3-3 shows the results of the "Holding Only" case. There is a 10% decrease
in the objective function value compared with the "No-Control" case. However, since the
group of passengers included in the impact set in the "No-Control" case is not the same
as in the "Holding Only" case, the value may not represent the true savings.
In this case, train T19, T21, T23 and T25 can be (actively) held, but expressing or
short-turning are not allowed. The results show that train T25, which is the first train
immediately ahead of the blockage, is held for 5.8 minutes at Station 9, which is the first
station it arrives at after the blockage occurs, and is held for another 1.9 minutes at
Station 10. Station 10 (North Quincy) has a larger arrival rate than Station 9 (Wollaston).
Since the platform waiting time for newly arrived passengers is quadratic with respect to
the arrival headway and the weight for on-board delay is one half, the overall waiting cost
may be smaller to hold T25 for 2 minutes at North Quincy instead of holding it for 2
more minutes at Wollaston, even if the number of on-board passengers is larger at North
Quincy. Nevertheless, the holding time at the second holding station is considerably
shorter than at the first holding station. Train T23, which is the second train ahead of the
blockage, is held for 2.5 minutes at South Station and 2 more minutes at Park Street.
Passenger arrival rate is not significant at stations 11 through 13. In addition, many
passengers are on-board at those stations. Therefore, it makes sense to postpone holding
until train T23 arrives at station 14, 15 and 16, where many passengers alight the train
and arrival rate is relatively high. Trains T19 and T21 are not held. A reasonable
explanation is that this disruption is not too severe, and so the benefit from holding T19
and T21 is not significant.
Trains behind the blockages are also held at multiple stations. On the branch, due
to the disruption and the increased dwell time of train T26, trains T28, T30 and T32 have
to be held to maintain minimum separations. Since the minimum separations are scaled
by 7/4 on the trunk portion, there is a significant increase in minimum separation, after
trains enter the trunk portion. In addition, minimum separation varies by station. So
trains T28, T30 and T32 are also held at multiple stations to maintain minimum
separations. Holding these trains due to increases in the minimum separation does not
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Table 3-3 10 - Minute Scenario "Holding Only" Case
OBJ Value = 29611 passenger minutes
Iterations = 2895
Solution Time = 2.91 sec
Nodes = 79
North Quincy (36) Wollaston (37) Quincy Center (38) Quincy Adams (39)
DT DW DHHT P L DT DW DH HT P L DT DW DH HT P L DT DW DH HT P L
T30 11.4 0.331 0.01
Braintree (6) Quincy Adams (7) Quincy Center (8) Wollaston (9) North Quincy (10)
DT DHHTPL DT DWDHHTP L DT DW DHHT PL DT DW DH HT P L DT DW DH HTP L
T25 352 8.0 0.33 11.8 5.8 0 529 11.9 0.61 13.9 1.9 0 774
T28 11.7 12.3 6.3 0 154 16.5 0.33 3.0 1.3 0 230 19.6 0.33 2.8 0.3 0 288 22.1 0.33 2.8 0.0 0 387 24.0 0.50 3.0 0.0 0 545
T32 17.7 3.0 0.3 0 38 21.6 0.33 2.8 0.4 0 109 25.5 0.33 3.0 1.0 0 172 28.1 0.33 3.0 0.2 0 217 29.8 0.33 3.0 0.0 0 263
jJFK (12) jAndrew (12) 7 Broadway (13) 1South Station (14) JDowntown Crossing (15) 1Park ST. (16)
DT DWIDH HT P L DT DW DH HT P IL LDT DW DH HTIPIL DT DW JDHHT] PL IDT IDW IDH HT P IL JDT IDW TDH HTP L
T23 3.5 0.33 6.0 0.0
T26 26.4 0.33 9.0 0.0
37.01 0.331 4.211.0
35960 31.9 0.33
266 41.0 0.33
6.0 0.0 0 567 14.8 0.54
9.0 0.0 1 960 35.5 0.84
4.8 . 271 44.6 0.35
2.0 0.65
16.9 0.74
37.9 1.03
46.4 0.41
6.0 0.0
8.6 0.0
9.0 0.0
4.1 0.0
3.4 0.50 6.2 0.0 01214
20.2 0.50 10.6 2.0 01283
39.2 0.52 9.010.0 338
47.7 0.50 3.6 0.0 0 120
DT = departure time DW = dwell time DH = departure headway HT = holding time P = passengers left L = departure load
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T191
T301 33.110.33
6.4 0.33
29.4 0.33
00
I
0
6.0
9.0 0.0
563
3.210.8
8.91 0.33
I
I0 , U 344
392
563
19C
532
951
243
8.5
9.0
4.4
2.5
0.0
0.5
0
make much sense. In a real system, minimum separations at stations should be consistent.
Therefore, we do not expect similar holding to occur in a real system.
According to the cost structure of holding, holding is most appropriate at stations with
large passenger demand but not many passengers on-board. Therefore, the first few stations
in a large passenger demand section are attractive places for holding. Since the number of
passengers on-board increases down the line, holding time is expected to decrease down the
line in multiple-holding situation. In addition, since the benefit group, passengers waiting
down the line become smaller, the benefit from holding trains decreases down the line.
Overall, the above holding scheme is reasonable. The headways for trains T23, T25
and T26 out of Park Street are 11, 10 and 9 minutes, which is fairly even. Behind the
blockage, compared with the "No-Control" case, train T26 left far fewer passengers behind,
215 versus 542.
Table 3-4 shows the results of the "Holding and Expressing" case. In this case, the
table includes a new column S, which takes a value of 1 if a train skips a station. There is a
12% decrease in the objective function value compared with the "No-Control" case. The
additional benefits from expressing seem to be modest. In addition to holding, trains T26 and
T28 can skip stations 7 through 13. The results show that train T26, which is the train
immediately behind the blockage, skips station 7, which is the first station it arrives at after
the blockage is cleared. Since most passengers benefited from expressing are passengers
ahead of the blockage, the first few stations the express candidate arrives at are the most
likely stations to be skipped.
Train T25 is held for 4.2 minutes at station 9 and 0.3 minutes at station 10. Train T23
is held for 0.2 minute at South Station and 2 minutes at Park Street. There is a decrease in
total holding time for both trains. Since expressing can help reduce the gap between train T26
and T25, less holding is needed ahead of the blockage.
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Table 3-4 10 - Minute Scenario "Holding and Expressing" Case
OBJ Value = 28719 passenger minutes
Iterations =5056
Solution Time = 5.60 sec
Nodes = 253
jJFK (11) lAndrew (12) 1Broadway (13) [South Station (14) 1Downtown Crossing (15) 1Park ST. (16)
IDT IDW IDH IHTIS PIL IDT IDWIDH IHT IS P IL IDT IDW IDH HTIS IP IF DT IDW IDH IHT ISIP IL IDT IDW IDH IHT ISIP IL IDT IDW IDH JHT IS P IL
3.51 0.3 6.010.0 0 532 6.410.3 6.0
25.91 0.31 11.810.0101017931 28.8 0.3 11.8
32.41 0.31 3.210.8 0 2611 36.51 0.31 4.4
0.0
0.01 0
1.2
5631 0.3 6.010.0
0.31 11.810.01 0
0.3 4.811.51
5671 12.41 0.5 6.11 0.2 0
504 2.0 0.7 6.0
508 14.4 0.7 6.1
8641 35.01 0.91 11.91 0.0101 01809137.41 1.1112.0
2891 44.21 0.41 4.510.6 0 277146.01 0.41 4.2
0
344 3.4 0.5 6.2 0.0
348 17.7 0.5 8.1 2.0
577138.81 0.5110.01 0.01 01 01355
198147.91 0.51 4.210.6
DT = departure time DW = dwell time DH = departure headway HT = holding time S=1, skip station P = passengers left L = departure passnger load
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-North Quincy (36) -Wollaston (36-) Quincy Center (37) Quincy Adams (38)
DT DW DH IHT ISIP L DT DW DH HT S P L DT DW IDH- HT ISIP L DT D HH
T30 1 1 1 1 1 11.4 0.31 10.0
Braintree (6) Quincy Adams (7) Quincy Center (8) Wollaston (9) North Quincy (10)
AT DT DH HT PIL DT DWDH HT SIP L DT DW DHHT S P L DT DWDHHT S P L DT DW DH HT SPL
T25 352 6.4 0.3 10.2 4.2 0 505 8.7 0.5 10.710.3 0686
T28 10.7 11.4 5.4 0 142 15.5 1.0 3.0 0.6 0 0 613 18.8 0.3 3.0 0.4 0 0 673 21.4 0.3 3.0 0.1 0 0 717 23.4 0.3 3.0 0 0 0 733
T32 17.4 3.6 0.0 0 45 21.5 0.3 3.0 0.7 0 121 24.8 0.3 3.0 0.4 0 184 27.4 0.3 3.0 0.1 0 229 29.1 0.3 3.0 0 0 274
0
0
0 130
T19
T23
T26
T30
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
214
2370
M
0
8.9
31.4
40.5
0
0
0
855
284
Table 3-5 10 - Minute Scenario "Holding, Expressing and Short Turning" Case
OBJ Value = 22166 passenger minutes
Iterations = 4760
Solution Time = 7.39 sec
Nodes = 169
North Quincy (36) Wollaston (37) Quincy Center (38) Quincy Adams (39)
DT DWDH IHT IS IP DT DW DH IHTIS P IL DT DW DH HT SP L DT DW DH HT SPL
T30 I 11.4 0.3 0.01 10
Braintree (6) Quincy Adams (7) Quincy Center (8) Wollaston (9) North Quincy (10)
_ DT DH HT SIP L DT DW DH HT S P L DT DW DH HTSPLDT DW DHHTSPLDT DW DH HT S P L
T25 352 4.9 0.3 8.6 2.6 0 481 6.7 0.5 8.7 0.0 0 625
T26 0.0 0.6 0.0 0 75 12.9 0.3 4.8 0.0 0 0 197 16.3 0.9 5.2 0.0 0 0 305 18.8 0.3 5.2 0.0 0 0 382 20.5 0.3 5.0 0.0 0 0 458
T32 17.4 6.3 0.0 0 79 20.9 0.3 3.3 0.0 0 162 23.7 0.3 3.3 0.0 0 231 26.2 0.3 3.3 0.0 0 281 27.9 0.3 3.3 0.0 0 330
JJFK (11) 1Andrew (12) 1Broadway (13) JSouth Station (14) 1Downtown Crossing (15) 1Park ST. (16)
DT IDW IDH HTISIPIL DT DWJDH IHTS IP IL IDT JDW JDH HTSP IL IDT TDWIDHIHTTSIP IL IDT IDWIDHIHT IS P L DT DW IDH IHT IS IP IL
3.51 0.31 6.01 0.01
4.110.0101 01 463133.01 0.3
567 12.2 0.5 6.0 0.0
830 30.0 0.8 8.9 0.0
482 38.9 0.5 4.3 0.2 0
504 2.0 0.7 6.0 0.01
506 14.2 0.7 6.0 0.0
742 32.3 0.9 9.0 0.0
419 40.8 0.6 4.3 0.0 0
344 3.41 0.51 6.21 0.0
345 15.6 0.5 6.0 0.0
509 33.6 0.5 9.0 0.0
279 42.8 0.5 4.9 0.6 0
DT = departure time DW = dwell time DH = departure headway HT = holding time S=1, skip station P = passengers left L = departure load
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532
T30 21.0
T28 30.0
0.31 8.81 0.0
6.41 0.3
0.3
7821 23.91 0.3
563 8.96.0 0.0
8.8 0.0
4.1 0.0
6.0 0.0
8.8 0.0826 26.5
483 35.5 4.110.01 0
3 "- - - - - -- - -- -.
T23
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
214
212
315
0
0
0
0
0
0.3
I.3
0.3
0
0
I
0
0
00
There are about 400 passengers skipped by T26 at Station 7. Compared with the
"Holding Only" case, the passenger loads on trains T26 and T28 are more balanced.
Since T26 skips only one station, the time saved is only about 1 minute, T28 still needs to
be held for 1 minute to maintain distance with T26, even though it takes 1 minute to load
the passengers skipped by T26 at Station 7 and T26 saves dwell time at Station 7. The
reasons are: (1) T26 still has large dwell times at following stations; (2) Trains have to be
held because of the scaled minimum separation on the trunk portion. The total holding
time for T28 at Stations 6 and 7 is one minute less than that in the "Holding Only" case.
The departure time for T28 at Park Street is marginally earlier (0.3 minute) than in
previous case. Since trains bunch together after the blockage clearance, moving trains
quickly and transporting delayed passengers quickly to their destinations are desirable.
Moreover, moving trains quickly also helps to reduce schedule deviation.
Table 3-5 shows the results of the "Holding, Expressing and Short-Turning" case.
There is a 32% decrease in the objective function value compared with the "No Control"
case. Train T30 is short-turned from Station 39 to Station 7. Train T25 is held for 2.6
minutes at Station 9. Train T23 is not held. Only passengers initially on train T30 have to
wait for the next train, which is only a small number of passengers. Although expressing
is allowed, it is not used in the optimal solution. This is probably because the headway of
T26 is already small. The departure time of T28 at Park Street is about 1.5 minutes earlier
than in the "No-Control" case, and about 1.3 minutes earlier than in the "Holding Only"
case. This is because headways of trains T26 and T28 are shorter and there are fewer
passenger boardings and alightings for T26 and T28. Therefore, dwell time is reduced
and further delays due to long dwell times after blockage clearance are avoided.
3. Comparison of Control Strategies
The evaluation time windows by station are shown in Table 3-6. The evaluation
window starting time at stations 11 through 16 is the corresponding departure time of
train T21 at these stations, at stations 9 and 10 is the departure time of T23, at stations 7
and 8 is the departure time of T25, and at station 6 is the departure time of T26. Although
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the last train in the impact set that leaves no passenger behind in the "No-Control" case is
train T28, the departure time of train T30 at each station in the "No-Control" case is
chosen as the evaluation ending time because T30 is short-turned. In addition, passengers
initially on-board trains T23 (535), T25 (352) and T26 (75) are also included, their
platform waiting time is assumed to be 3 minutes, half of the normal headway. There are
in total 4962 passengers included in the evaluation time window.
Table 3-6 Evaluation Time Window by Station for the 10 Minute Disruption Scenario
Station t, t, Passengers Station t, te Passengers
6 -0.64 14.67 192 11 -2.55 33.03 86
7 -3.07 18.58 548 12 0.38 37.24 215
8 -0.23 22.45 477 13 2.95 41.55 87
9 -3.72 28.10 436 14 6.21 45.34 548
10 -2 26.78 571 15 8.24 47.12 410
16 9.60 48.48 430
ts = starting time, t, = ending time.
The objective function value, mean platform-waiting times and in-vehicle delays
for different cases are shown in Table 3-7. We can see the savings in terms of the total
weighted waiting time are consistent with the decreases of the objective function values.
Table 3-7 Comparison of Strategy Effectiveness for 10 Minute Disruption Scenario
Control Objective Change Platform In-vehicle Total Saving Passengers
Scheme Function Waiting Delay Weighted Left at
Value Time Waiting Stations
Time
ND 18607 - 3.00 0.00 3.00 - 0
NC 32722 - 5.70 0.15 5.78 - 542
H 29611 10% 4.53 1.39 5.23 10% 215
HE 28719 12% 4.59 0.83 5.00 13% 395
HET 22166 32% 3.55 0.39 3.74 35% 10
ND = No Disturbance, NC = No Control, H = Holding Only, HE = Holding and Expressing, HET =
Holding, Expressing and Short-Turning. Saving is in terms of total weighted waiting time, and is
compared with that of the "No-Control" case. The weight for in-vehicle delay time is 0.5.
The headway in the simplified system is the same as that of the Braintree Branch
in the MBTA Red Line in the AM Peak, which is 6 minutes. If each headway is
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maintained at exactly 6 minutes, the ideal mean platform waiting time should be 3
minutes, the same as the mean weighted waiting time because no holding is required. The
mean total weighted waiting time is 3 minutes in the "No-Disturbance" case, which is
expected. In the "No-Control" case, the mean total weighted waiting time is 5.78
minutes, about twice that in the "No-Disturbance" case. There are 542 passengers left
behind because of train capacity constraints.
In the "Holding Only" case, the mean platform waiting time decreases to 4.53
minutes, but the mean in-vehicle delay increases to about 1.39 minutes. There are
significantly fewer passengers left behind (215 versus 542). Compared with the "No
Control" case, the saving in terms of the total weighted waiting time is about 10%.
In the "Holding and Expressing" case, there are 395 passengers skipped by
express train T26 at station 7. The mean platform waiting time is increased somewhat,
because more passengers have to wait for the next train, but the mean in-vehicle delay is
reduced because of less holding time. There is a modest increase in savings from
expressing.
In the "Holding, Expressing and Short-Turning" case, there is a significant
decrease in both mean platform waiting time and in-vehicle delay with a total savings of
about 35%. There are only 10 passengers dumped by train T30 at Station 39. As shown in
Table 3-5, the departure time of train T32 at Station 16 is very close to that in the "No-
Disturbance" case, which demonstrates that schedule deviation is not significant.
According to the results in this 10-minute disruption scenario, expressing only
provides marginal benefit over holding. Short-turning can potentially provide a large
benefit. However, the savings will depend on the specific problem; in this scenario, the
short-turned train T30 is very close to the terminus, and there are few passengers
travelling in the reverse direction, therefore, few passengers are negatively affected by
short-turning. This is a perfect situation for short-turning. In other situations, short-
turning may not provide nearly such significant savings.
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The control strategies under different control schemes are shown in Table 3-8.
The holding time for trains in the "Holding Only" case is the longest among the three.
Since expressing helps to reduce the gap, the holding time for train T25 and T23 is
reduced in the "Holding and Expressing" case. In the "Holding, Expressing and Short-
turning case, only train T25 is held and for a still shorter time.
Table 3-8 Control Strategies for the 10-minute Disruption Scenario
Control Schemes Control Strategies
H Hold T25 for 5.8 minutes at station 9, and 1.9 minutes at station 10
Hold T23 for 2.5 minutes at station 14 and 2 minutes at station 16
HE Hold T25 for 4.2 min at Station 9 and 0.3 min at station 10
Hold T23 for 2 minutes at station 16
Let T26 skip station 7
HET Hold T25 for 2.6 min at station 9
Short-turn T30 from station 39 to 7
H = Holding Only, HE = Holding and Expressing, HET = Holding, Expressing and Short-Turning
3.2.5 20-Minute Disruption Scenario
In the 20-minute disruption scenario, train T32 is added into the control set and it
can be turned back at either station 38 or station 39.
1. Results
Table 3-9 shows the results of the "No-Control" case for the 20-minute blockage.
Trains T26, T28, and T30 would leave passengers behind without active control. At
station 9 (Wollaston) and 10 (North Quincy), a large number of passengers may not be
able to board the first two trains arriving after the blockage clearance because of binding
train capacity. At station 12 (Andrew), some passengers might have to wait for the fourth
train to board after the blockage is cleared.
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Table 3-9 20 - Minute Scenario "No Control" Case
OBJ Value = 65784 passenger minutes Solution Time = 0.90 sec
Iterations = 714 Nodes =27
North Quincy (36) Wollaston (37) QunyCntr(8 Quincy Adams =(39)
DT DW DH JHT P L DT DW DH HT P IL IDT JDW DH JHTTP L DT IDW JDH JHT IP L
T30 I I I I 1.4 1 0.01
Braintree (6) Quincy Adams (7) Quincy Center (8) Wollaston (9) North Quincy (10)
DT JDH HT JP ILDT IDW DH HT IP L DTq DW DH JHT P IL DT JDW DH JHT IP IL DT DW IDH JHT IP IL
T25 I 1 1352 2.310.31 6.010.01 01 442. 4.0 0.41 6.01 0.01 01 535
T28 22.2 22.8 16.81 01 2862. .2. 0.4 0 3 960.9 2.610.01 01 760, 32.310.5 2. . 501 960,33.9 0.31 2.71 0.014781 960
T32 27. 3. 1.0 38309 03 22 00 9234._3 3.011.01 01 155137.71 0.3 3..4 0201 39.91 0.31 2.71 0.51 01 243
IJFK (11) 1 1 17 Andrew (12) Broadway (13) -- -T South Station (14) jDowntown Crossing (15) 1Park ST. (16)DT IDW JDH JHT P IL IDT IDWIDH HT P IL IDT JDW DH HT P L- DT JDW DH JHT IP IL IDT |DW |DH JHT IP IL IDT IDW DH JHT IP IL
532 6.4 0.3 6.0
960 39.6 0.3 27.2
928 47.5 0.3 4.6
0.0 0 5631 8.91 0.31 6.010.0
0.0 150 960 42.1 0.3 27.2 0.0
1.4 148 960 52.0 0.3 5.3 2.0
5671 12.21 0.51 6.01 0.0 0
504 2.0 0.7 6.0 0.0
506 14.2 0.7 6.0 0.0
9601 45.91 1.11 27.71 0.011431 9601 48.91 1.5 28.6T 0.0
261 9601 56.01 0.71 4.71 0.5 0 7811 58.21 0.91 4.61 0.0
344 3.4 0.5 6.2 0.0 01214
345 15.6 0.5 6.0 212
835 50.6 0. 29.0 674
484 60.2 0.5 4.3 252
DT = departure time DW = dwell time DH = departure headway HT = holding time S=1, skip P = passengers left Load = departure load
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T19
T23 3.5
T26 36.7
T30 43.1
0.3 6.0
0.3 27.2
0.3 3.3
0.0 0
0.0 35
0.5 0
0
0
0
0
42
Table 3-10 shows the results of the "Holding Only" case. There is a 14% decrease
in the objective function value compared with the "No-Control" case, slightly greater
than in the 10 minute "Holding Only" case. Trains T19, T21, T23 and T25 can be
(actively) held in this case. The results show that train T25 is held for 6 minutes at station
9, 5.6 minutes at station 10, 1.3 minutes at station 14 and 2.2 minutes at station 16. Train
T23 is held for 3 minutes at station 11, 2.8 minutes at station 14, and 2 minutes at station
16. Train T21 is held for 2 minutes at station 16. Train T19 is not held. Since the
blockage is more severe than that in the 10-minute disruption scenario, it makes sense
that more trains are held and holding time is longer. The headways for trains T21, T23,
T25 and T26 out of station 16 are 8.3, 12, 14, 12 minutes, respectively. Again, some
passengers at stations 9 and 10 might have to wait for the third train to board after the
blockage clearance, but no passenger has to wait for the fourth train after blockage
clearance.
In this case, train T25 reaches capacity at Station 13, but leaves no passengers
behind, which is consistent with the argument made in Chapter 2. This demonstrates a
capacity-driven holding pattern. That is, because the blockage time is long and
passengers may potentially wait for more than two trains after the blockage clearance, the
solution tries to use the maximum capacity of the trains immediately ahead of the
blockage. That is, trains are held as long as it is more beneficial than to leave the
passenger potentially wait for two or more consecutive trains, and tries to leave as few
passengers as possible. On one hand, the held train can pick up passengers and reduce
their waiting time. On the other hand, it can save the capacity for the blocked trains, and
thus, fewer passengers would be left due to train capacity.
Nevertheless, it is never good to leave passengers after holding trains ahead of the
blockage. Therefore, holding trains further downstream to utilize their capacity can
increase the potential holding time of the following trains. However, beyond a certain
holding time threshold, a train may reach capacity no matter how long the preceding train
is held. That is, holding the preceding train may not lead to greater holding for the
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Table 3-10 20 - Minute Scenario "Holding Only" Case
OBJ Value = 56343 passenger minutes
Iterations =11143
Solution Time = 12.10 sec
Nodes = 551
North Quincy (36) Wollaston (37) Quincy Center (38) T-Quincy Adams (39)
30DT DWD TDT DWD H P I DT__D-D JH IP L DT IDI H 1TI
Braintree (6) Quincy Adams (7) Quincy Center (8) Wollaston (9) North Quincy (10)
DT DH JHT P IL IDT IDWDH HT P L DT DWDH JHT P T DW DH HT P IL DTDW JDH JHT IP L
T25 3I I8.3 0.31 12.0 6.0 533 190.61 17.9 . 5
T28 22.2_ 22.8116.810 28 610.3 21 .40 3929.6 .92.6 0.0 0 6 230.51 2.7 .019960 3390.31 2.7 . 4 6
IT32 1 27.41 3.0110.0101 38130.910.31 2.2 0. 9 4.71 0.31 3.0 1.01 01 155 37.8,033006 0 0.3 3.0 .3 .0 .4 247
JFK (11) Andrew (12) Broadway (13) ISouth Station (14) Downtown Crossing (15) Park ST. (16)
DT IDW JDH JHT IP L IDT IDW DH HT 1P IL DT IDW JDH IHT P L DT JDW DH JHTP L DT DWDH JHT IP |L IDT IDW DH JHTIPIL
3.0 0 540 9.4 0.3
0.0 6 960 39.6 0.3
0.8 0 606 47.4 0.3
0.0 0 587 11.9
0.0 81 960 42.1
1.3 0 702 51.6
598 18.1 0.6 11.8 2.8
960 45.8 1.0 14.1 0.0
705 55.4 0.6 4.6 0.5
504 2.0 0.7 6.0 0.01
610 20.3 0.9 12.0 0.0
912 48.4 1.2 14.2 0.0
589 57.5 0.7 4.4 0.01
344 3.4 0.5 6.2 0.010 214
466 23.7 0.5122.0 . 330
657 9. 6 2.0 . 11
375 58.8 0.5 4.4 0.0 208
DT = departure time DW = dwell time DH = departure headway HT = holding time P = passengers left L = departure Load
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0.3 9.0
0.3 15
0.3 3.3
0.3 9.0 0.0
0.3 15.3 0.0
0.3 4.9 1.6
T19
T23
T26
T30
0
0
0
0
6.5
36.7
43.1
9.0
15.3
4.5
0
15
0
0
0
0
following train. For example, in this scenario, even if train T23, which is not at capacity,
is held for more time, so that train T25 has the minimum possible headway at station 11,
the possible holding time for T25 may not increase much. There may already be many
passengers on-board when T25 reaches station 11, and it may reach capacity even with
the minimum possible headway. Therefore, the further from the blockage, the less
appropriate it is to hold trains to reach capacity.
In addition, holding trains ahead of the blockage occurs at the expense of
passengers on-board. Suppose two trains are held to reach capacity, for example in this
case, T25 and T23, and it is possible to hold the third train, T21, for 5 more seconds to
pick up one more passenger and save space for one additional passenger for T25. To
obtain this one extra passenger served by T25, T23 has to be held for an additional 5
seconds, as does T25. There would be many passengers on-board T23 and T25 when
holding ends under the current condition, say 600 passengers each. To hold T23 and T25
for an additional 5 seconds, these passengers will incur 5 additional seconds in-vehicle
delay, totaling 100 minutes, not including the delay for train T21. Suppose the passenger
picked up would have waited for 20 minutes to board the third train after blockage
clearance if T25 were not held for these 5 extra seconds. The holding cost is much higher
than the saving. Therefore, it is unlikely that many trains ahead of the blockage will be
held to reach capacity. This will, of course, depend on the passenger demand profile on
the line and the location of the blockage.
Since the solution uses the full capacity of T25 and some extra capacity of T23,
there are 1,000 fewer passengers left behind due to train capacity after the blockage
clearance compared with the "No Control" case.
Table 3-11 shows the results of the "Holding and Expressing" case. There is an
18% decrease in the objective function value compared with the "No Control" case.
Again, the additional benefits obtained from expressing are modest.
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In this case, trains T26 and T28 can skip stations 7 through 13. Train T26 skips
station 7 and 8, and T28 skips station 7 in the solution. Train T25 is held for 6.7 minutes
at station 9 and 4 minutes at station 10. Train T23 is held for 1 minute at Station 11 and
3.9 minutes at Station 14. Train T21 is also held for 2 minutes at Station 16. There is a
decrease in total holding time for both T25 and T23. The reason is that expressing
reduces the gap between trains T26 and T25, therefore, less holding is needed ahead of
the blockage.
Train T26 skips 648 passengers at Station 7 and 531 passengers at Station 8. Train
T28 skips 689 passengers at Station 7. T26 and T28 do not reach capacity at any station.
T26 has about 200 passengers' unused capacity and T28 has about 100 passengers'
unused capacity. However, it is obvious that T26 and T28 will reach capacity if they stop
at any of the stations they skip. In addition, the dwell time will be more than one minute
because of the large number of possible boardings and the crowding condition.
Considering the increased gap, it may make sense to express both T26 and T28. The
resulting passenger loads for trains T26, T28 and T30 are fairly balanced. The departure
time for T26 and T28 at Park Street is 1.6 minutes earlier than that in the "Holding Only"
case.
Table 3-12 shows the results of the "Holding, Expressing and Short-Turning"
case. There is a 58% decreases in the objective function value compared with the "No-
Control" case, which is significant. Trains T30 and T32 are short-turned from station 39
to station 7. Train T25 is held for 2.5 minutes at Station 9. Train T23 is not held. Only
passengers initially on trains T30 and T32 have to wait for the next train, totaling 30
passengers. Expressing is not used in the optimal solution. In this case, the situation is as
if trains T30 and T32 switch places with trains T26 and T28 in the train series. The
departure time of T28 at Park Street is about 12 minutes earlier than the departure time of
T32 in the "No-Control" case, and is more than 10 minutes earlier than in the "Holding
Only" and "Holding and Expressing" cases. It is only about 6.5 minutes later than the
departure time of train T32 in the "No-Disturbance" case. Therefore, the schedule
deviation is much less severe.
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Table 3-11 20 - Minute Scenario "Holding and Expressing" Case
OBJ Value = 54242 passenger minutes
Iterations = 63853
Solution Time = 82.07 sec
Nodes= 3598
North Quincy (36) Wollaston (37) Quincy Center (38) Quincy Adams (39)
DTH I LDT DWDH T S L DT WD HT W DP AD D W H H
Braintree (6) Quincy Adams (7) Quincy Center (8) Wollaston (9) North Quincy (10)
AT DT DH HT SIP L DT DW DH HT SIP L DT DW DH HTSP LDTDW DH HT S P L DT DW DH HT S PL
T25 352 9.0 0.3 12.7 6.7 0 543 15.00.6 17.0 4.0 0 847
T28 20.7 21.4 15.4 27 241 24.2 0.0 1.6 0.3 1 689 241 28.0 1.3 3.0 0.1 0 0 833 30.5 0.3 2.6 0.0 0 0 871 33.0 0.3 3.0 0.8 0 0 878
_ .T3 .41 3.0 8.0 0 . 2 .3 01 7 33. 0 3.0 1 1 01150136.51 0.31 3.01. 1 38.6 0.3 3.01 0.5 01243
FK (11) Andrew (12) _Broadway(13) . -South Station (14) Downtown Crossing (15) Park ST. (16)
DT DW DH JHT ISIPIL IDT IDW DH HT ISIP IL DT IDWIDH THTISP IL DT DW DH HT SP L DT DW DH HT S PL DT IDW DH HT IS PL
653 38.3 0.3 15.0
872 46.0 0.3 4.4
574 10.3 0.3 7.4 0.01
734 40.9 0.3 15.0 0.0 0
890 50.1 0.3 4.8 1.5
581 17.5 0.6 11.3
754 44.5 0.9 14.1
8831 53.71 0.7
3.9 0
504 2.0 0.7 6.0
590 19.7 0.8 11.5
0.01 0101 758146.91 1.11 14.0
4.41 0.31 1 01 7191 55.91 0.8 4.5
0
0
344 3.4 0.5 6.2 0.0
450 23.1 0.5 11.5 2.0
0.01 01 01 5701 48.31 0.6112.01 0.01 01 01 374
0.0 0 449157.810.51 5.01 0.51 1 01246
DT26 35.4 0.31150
=3041.910. .-2
DT = departure time DW = dwell time DH = departure headway HT = holding time S=1, skip P = passengers left L = departure load
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4.81 0.31 7.4 1.4 536 7.71 0.31 7.4
0.01 0
0.8
0.01
0.01 0
1.2
T23
0.0
0.0
0
0
214
317Le
re
0
0
0
0
1
0
Table 3-12 20 - Minute Scenario "Holding, Expressing and Short-turning" Case
OBJ Value = 27913 passenger minutes
Iterations = 24066
Solution Time = 68.32 sec
Nodes= 1162
North Quincy (36) lQuincy Center _(37) Wollaston (38) North Quincy (39)
DT DW IDH IHT IS IP L DT IDW DHH PL DT WDHH SPL DT WDH TSPL
T3-I0 I II I 1.41 0.31 10.01 110
Braintree (6) Quincy Adams (7) Quincy Center (8) Wollaston (9) North Quincy (10)
DT DH HT S P L DT DW DH HTSPLDT DWDHHTSP L DT DW DH HTSPL DT DW DH HT S P L
T25 352 4.8 0.3 8.5 2.5 04806.6 0.5 8.6 0.0 0 623
T32 14.8 0.3 6.7 0.0 0 171 19.7 0.3 8.5 0.0 0 307 22.2 0.3 8.5 0.0 0 436 24.0 0.3 8.5 0.0 0 578
T28 21.3 21.9 15.9 0 274 25.0 0.7 2.0 0.3 0 0 324 28.9 0.6 3.0 1.0 0 0 385 31.4 0.4 3.0 0.0 0 0 430 33.1 0.5 2.9 0.0 0 0 462
IJFK (11) Andrew (12) 1Broadway (13) South Station (14) Downtown Crossing (15) Park ST. (16)
DT IDW DH HT IS P IL DT rDW DH HT S P L JDT IDW DH IHT PL D  IDWIDH IHT SP L DT IDWDH IHT IS P IL DT IDW DH HT S P L
0.0| 010 5941 38.5
6.41 0.31 6.01 0.0 8.91 0.3
8291 26.51 0.3
0.3
6.0 0.0
8.9 0.0
6.110.01 0
567 12.2 0.516.010.0
833 30.0 9.0 0.0
504 2.01 0.71 6.01 0.0
506 14.2 0.716.010.0
746 32.3 0.819.1 0.0
6261 44.41 0.61 6.11 0.01 01 01551146.51 0.71 6.01 0.0 0
344 3.4 0.5 .210.0
345 15.6 0.5 6.0 0.0
511 33.6 0.5 9.0 0.0
370147.81 0.51 6.01 0.01 01 01223
DT = departure time DW = dwell time DH = departure headway HT = holding time S =1, skip P = passengers left L = departure load
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3.51 0.3 532
T30 21.0 0.3
T26 35.6 0.3
7841 23.9
563
8.9 0.0
6.11 0.01 0 6251 41.1
T19
T23
0
0
0
0
11
0
214
212
316
6.0
8.9
6.1
0.0
0.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
00.3
0.3
1. Comparison of Optimal Control Strategies
The evaluation time windows by station are shown in Table 3-13. The evaluation
window starting time is the same as that used in the 10-minute instance except at stations
15 and 16, where the departure time of train T19 instead of train T21 is used because
train T21 is held at station 14. The departure time of train T32 at each station in the "No-
Control" case is chosen as the evaluation ending time since it is the first train that does
not leave passengers behind after the blockage clearance. Passengers initially on-board
trains T21 (532), T23 (535), T25 (352) and T26 (75) are included, making a total of 7779
passengers included in the common group of passengers evaluated.
Table 3-13 Evaluation Time Window by Station for the 20-Minute Scenario
Station ts te Passengers Station t, t, Passengers
6 -0.64 27.34 350 11 -2.55 47.71 121
7 -3.07 18.58 859 12 0.38 52.75 342
8 -0.23 34.74 735 13 2.95 56.74 136
9 -3.72 37.68 626 14 6.21 60.57 848
10 -2 39.89 831 15 2.02 62.49 700
I_ 1 16 3.38 63.84 737
t = starting time, te = ending time.
The objective function value, mean platform-waiting times and in-vehicle delays
for the different cases are shown in Table 3-14.
Table 3-14 Comparison of Strategy Effectiveness for 20-Minute Disruption Scenario
Control Objective Change Platform In-vehicle Total Saving Passengers
Scheme Function Waiting Delay Weighted Left
Value Time Waiting
Time
NC 65784 - 9.11 0.19 9.20 - 2691
H 56343 14% 6.57 1.98 7.56 18% 1514
HE 54222 18% 6.23 1.75 7.10 23% 1896
HET 27913 58% 3.79 0.35 3.97 57% 30
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ND = No Disturbance, NC = No Control, H = Holding Only, HE = Holding and Expressing, HET =
Holding, Expressing and Short-Turning. Saving is in terms of total weighted waiting time, and is
compared with that of the "No-Control" case. The weight for in-vehicle delay time is 0.5.
The decreases in the objective function values and the savings in the total
weighted waiting time are consistent. In all three active control cases, the ending times of
the impact set used at stations in the optimization, the departure time of trains T32, are all
earlier than in the "No Control" case. They are modest earlier in the "Holding Only" and
"Holding and Expressing" cases, but significantly earlier in the "Holding, Expressing and
Short-turning" case. That is, the number of passengers included in the impact set is
smaller than that in the "No Control" case, especially in the "Holding, Expressing and
Short-turning" case. Therefore, in addition to the benefits from active control strategies,
fewer passengers in the impact set is another reason for the decrease in the objective
function values.
However, in the post-evaluation, the ending times are the same across all cases,
passengers arriving after the departure of train T32 are assumed to have typical mean
waiting time under normal operating conditions, 3 minutes. The portion of the passengers
having waiting time around 3 minutes in the active control cases, thus, is higher in the
post-evaluation than in the optimization. Therefore, the percentage savings in terms of
mean weighted waiting time in the post-evaluation should be more significant than the
decrease of the objective function value, if the departure times of the last train in the
impact set in the active control cases are not significantly earlier than in the "No-Control"
case after optimization, or equivalently, if not significantly fewer passengers are included
in the impact set used in the optimization.
Since the departure times of train T32 in the "Holding Only" and "Holding and
Expressing" are only modest earlier than in the "No Control" case, the savings in term of
mean weighted waiting time are larger than the decreases in the objective function value.
Due to that the 20-minute disruption is more severe than the 10-minute disruption, the
differences are more obvious in the 20-minute case. In the "Holding, Expressing and
Short-turning" case, since significantly fewer passengers are included in the impact set,
which results in significantly lower total waiting time, the decrease in the objective
function value is larger than the saving in terms of mean weighted waiting time.
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In the "No-Control" case, the mean platform time is 9.20 minutes, more than three
times that in the "No-Disturbance" case. About 2,691 passengers are left behind because
of binding train capacity.
In the "Holding Only" case, the mean in-vehicle delay is 1.98 minutes because
there is substantial holding involved. About 1,000 fewer passengers are left behind.
Compared with the "No Control" case, the savings in terms of the total weighted waiting
time are about 18%.
In the "Holding and Expressing" case, the number of passengers left is increased
because express trains skip many passengers. The mean platform time is reduced, as is
the mean in-vehicle delay time because of reduced holding time. There is a modest
increase in savings from expressing.
In the "Holding, Expressing and Short-Turning" case, the results are much like
the normal situation, except that the train sequence has changed. The total saving is about
57%. There are only 30 passengers dumped by trains T30 and T32 at Station 39. Due to
the highly favorable characteristics of this specific problem, the benefit of short-turning is
clearly highly significant.
According to the results, savings from the holding and expressing strategies are
comparable with expressing providing only marginal additional benefits beyond holding.
Short-turning can dramatically reduce the gap, and is specially efficient in dealing with
large disruptions if crossover tracks are conveniently located.
The different optimal control strategies under different control schemes are shown
in Table 3-15. The holding time for trains in the "Holding Only" case is longer than that
in the 10-minute scenario, and more trains are held. Again, the holding time in the
"Holding Only" case is the longest. In the "Holding and Expressing" case, two trains are
expressed. One of them skips two stations, the other skips one. In the "Holding,
Expressing and Short-turning" case, both trains T30 and T32 are short-turned.
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Table 3-15 Control Strategies for the 20-minute Disruption Scenario
Control Schemes Control Strategies
H Hold T25 for 6.0 minutes at station 9, 5.6 minutes at station 10,
1.3 minutes at station 14, and 2.2 minutes at station 16
Hold T23 for 3.0 minutes at station 11, 2.8 minutes at station 14,
and 2.0 minutes at station 16
Hold T21 for 2.0 minutes at station 16
HE Hold T25 for 6.7 min at station 9 and 4.0 min at station 10,
0.9 minute at station 14, and 2 minutes at station 16
Hold T23 for 1.4 minutes at station 11, 3.9 minutes at station 14,
and 2.0 minutes at station 16
Hold T21 for 2.0 minutes at station 16
Let T26 skip station 7 and 8
Let T28 skip station 7
HET Hold T25 for 2.5 minutes at station 9
Short-turn T30 from station 39 to 7
Short-turn T32 from station 39 to 7
H = Holding Only, HE = Holding and Expressing, HET = Holding, Expressing and Short-Turning
3.3 Sensitivity Analysis
The assumption that blockage duration is known will not be true in practice. To
explore the potential changes in benefits arising from uncertainty in blockage duration for
different control strategies, sensitivity analysis is done for the (estimated) 10 minutes
disruption scenario. Errors of ± 50% in the estimate are examined. In one case, the actual
disruption is 5 minutes. In the other case, it is 15 minutes.
3.3.1 5-Minute Scenario
1. Optimal Control Strategies under Correct Disruption Duration Estimate
Table 3-16 gives the optimal solution of the 5-minute instance, provided the
disruption duration estimate is exact. Neither expressing nor short-turning strategies are
selected in the optimal solution. Only train T25 is held for 2.6 minutes at station 9.
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2. Control Strategies under Incorrect Disruption Estimate and Re-optimization
In the case that the actual disruption is 5 minutes instead of the estimated 10
minutes, we assume that the initial control strategies based on 10-minute estimate are
carried out and control strategies are re-optimized after 5 minutes, when the blockage is
cleared.
Table 3-17 gives the results of the re-optimized "Holding Only" case. In the
"Holding and Expressing" case, holding strategies completed when the disruption is
cleared 5 minutes after its occurrence is the same as that completed in the "Holding
Only" case, and the re-optimized solution is also the same as that in the "Holding Only"
case. Table 3-18 gives the results of the "Holding, Expressing and Short-turning" case in
which the initial blockage estimate is 10 minutes and the control strategies is re-
optimized 5 minutes later when the blockage is cleared.
Table 3-19 gives optimal control strategies based on the correct blockage duration
estimate for the 5-minute scenario, as well as control strategies based on an initial 10
minute estimate, control actions implemented within 5 minutes, and new control
strategies after re-optimization. In the "Holding Only" and "Holding and Expressing"
cases, T25 is initially chosen to be held for 5.76 minutes and 4.2 minutes, respectively,
while the optimal strategy suggest holding for 2.6 minutes. At 5 minute when the
disruption is cleared, T25 has been held for 2.72 minutes, so it can depart station 9
immediately. The realized control action is therefore similar to the optimal strategy.
In the "Holding, Expressing and Short-turning" case, train T30 is in the process of
short-turning at 5 minute. Therefore, train T-26 is held for another 3 minutes after the
blockage clearance. Table 3-20 gives results of the objective function value, platform-
waiting time, in-vehicle waiting time and weighted waiting time correspond to the control
strategies under the correct estimate and 10-minute estimate.
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Table 3-16 5 - Minute Scenario "Holding, Expressing and Short-turning" Results
Blockage Duration Estimate = 5 min
OBJ Value = 21508 passenger minutes Solution Time = 4.83 sec
Iterations = 3328 Nodes = 78
North Quincy (36) Wollaston (37) Quincy Center (38) Quincy Adams (39)
DT DW DH HT S P L DT DW DH HT S P L DT IDW JDH IHTIS P IL DT DW-jDH HTIS IP IL
T 01.4 1.3 0.01
Braintree (6) Quincy Adams (7) Quincy Center (8) Wollaston (9) North Quincy (10)
DT DH HTJS P L DT DW DH HTSIPL DT DW DH HTSPL DT DWDHHTSP L DT DW DH HTIS PL
T25 352 4.9 0.3 8.6 2.6 481 6.7 0.5 8.7 0.0 625
T28 6.4 7.0 1.0 0 88 13.7 0.4 5.5 3.8 0 0 228 16.6 0.3 5.3 0.0 0 0 338 19.1 0.3 5.3 0.0 0 0 416 20.8 0.3 5.1 0.0 0 0 492
T32 17.4 5.4 0.0 0 68 20.9 0.3 4.1 0.0 0 173 23.7 0.3 4.1 0.0 0 259 26.2 0.3 4.1 0.0 0 321 27.9 0.3 4.1 0.0 0 384
JFK (11) Andrew (12) Broadway (13) South Station (14) Downtown Crossing (15) Park ST. (16)
DT [DW IDH [HT[S P IL :T JW DH IHTIS[PIL DT TDW DH IHTISIP L lDT IDW JDH JHT[S P [L IDT [DW IDHHTS IP L DT DW DH HT[SP L
T231 3.51 0.31 6.010.01
T26121.21 0.31 9.010.01 0101 862124.1
DT = departure time
9.010.0| | 0| 907 26.7
DH = departure headway
9.010.01 01 01 909
6.0 0.01
9.1 0.0 0
4.3 0.4
HT = holding time
2.0 0.7 6.010.0
1 4 .2 0 .7 16.0 0 .0
32.6 1.0 9.3 0.0
41.0 0.4 4.2 0.0
0
00
0
S=1, skip P = passengers left
344 3.4 0.5 6.2 0.0
345 15.6 0.5 6.
546 33.9 0.5 9.0
208 42.4 0.5 3.6 0.0
0
0
214
212
331
128
L = departure load
T19
0 5321 6.4 6.010.0 0 5631 8.9
0 295132.5
6.010.0 0 567
3.310.1 0 311135.7 4.010.7
DW = dwell time
0 314
95
504
506
805
294
0.3
I.3
0.3
0.3
M.3
0.3
12.2
30.2
39.2
0.5
0.8
0.4
0
0
0
Table 3-17 5 - Minute Disruption "Holding Only" Case Re-optimized Results
Blokage Duration Estimate = 10 min
OBJ Value = 39501 passenger minutes
Iterations = 3769
Solution Time = 5.82 sec
Nodes = 83
North Quincy (36) Wollaston (37) Quincy Center (38) Quincy Adams (39)
DT JWD HIIL'DT IWDH HTPLIDT JDWJ L ID IDWlqHT IPL
T30 I I I .1.......L.... I I I I I L I I I I I I I 1.41 0.31 1 0.01 1
Braintree (6) Quincy Adams (7) Quincy Center (8) Wollaston (9) North Quincy (10)
DT DH HTIPIL DT DWDH HTP L DT DWDH HTP L DT DW DH HT PIL DT DW DH HT PIL
T2 I 352 5.0 0.3 8.7 2.7 0 483 6.8 0.5 8.8 0.0 0 629
T28 6.4 7.0 1.0 0 88 13.7 0.4 5.5 3.8 0 227 16.5 0.3 5.3 0.0 0 337 19.0 0.3 5.2 0.0 0 415 20.7 0.3 5.0 0.0 0 490
T32 17.4 5.5 0.0 0 68 20.9 0.3 4.2 0.0 0 174 23.7 0.3 4.2 0.0 0 261 26.2 0.3 4.2 0.0 0 323 27.9 0.3 4.2 0.0 0 386
IJFK (11) Andrew (12) Broadway (13) [South Station (14) 1Downtown Crossing (15) 1Park ST. (16)
DT DW HW DH 'HT P L jDTjDWDH HTjPjL [D jDWj DH jHT P L JDT DWDHHT |PjL IDT DWDH HT IS P L
0.3 6.0 0.010 532 6.4 0.3
0.3 8.9 0.0 0 858 24.1 0.3
0.3 3.2 0.210 294 32.4 0.3
6.0 .0
8.9 0.0
3.3 0.1
00
0
56 8.9
902 26.6
311 35.7
504 2.01 0.716.01 0.01 01 344 3.41 0.51 6.21 0.01 01 01 214
6.0 0.0 01567112.2 0.516.010.010 506 14.20 0.0 35 15.7 0.5 6.1 0.11010 214
8.9 0.0 0 904 30.2 0.8 9.0 0.0 0 798 32.5 1.0 9 0. 541 33.9 0.5 9. 329
4.0 . 39.2 0.4 . 294 41.0 0.4 . 0.0 208 42.4 0.5 3.6 128
DT = departure time DW = dwell time DH = departure headway HT = holding time S=1, skip P = passengers left L = departure load
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3.5
T26 21.2
T30 29.4
I
T19
T23 0.3
E.3
0.3
Table 3-18 5 - Minute Disruption "Holding, Expressing and Short-turning" Case Re-optimized Results
Blockage Duration Estimate = 10 min
OBJ Value = 39501 passenger minutes
Iterations = 3054
Solution Time = 4.48 sec
Nodes = 38
North Quincy (36) Wollaston (37) Quincy Center (38) Quincy Adams (39)
DT DW DH IHT IS P IL DT DW IDH HT S IP L DT IDW IDH HTIS PIL DT IDW JDH HT S PL
T30 1.41 0.31 0.0 1101
Braintree (6) Quincy Adams (7) Quincy Center (8) Wollaston (9) North Quincy (10)
DT DH HTSPL DTDWDH HTSPL DT DWDH HTS PL DT DWDHHTS PL DT DW DH HT S P L
T25 352 4.9 .3.62.6 416.71 0.51 8.710.01 0 625
T26 0.0 0.6 0.0 0 0 11.0 0.3 3.0 0.0 0 0 151 16.3 2.8 5.2 0.0 0 0 259 18.8 0.3 5.2 0.0 0 0 337 20.5 0.3 5.0 0.0 0 0 416
T32 17.4 8.1 0.0 0 102 20.9 0.3 3.8 0.0 0 198 23.7 0.3 3.3 0.0 0 267 26.2 0.3 3.3 0.0 0 317 27.9 0.3 3.3 0.0 0 363
IJFK (11) Andrew (12) 1Broadway (13) South Station (14) Downtown Crossing (15) Park ST. (16)
DT IDW IDH HTISIP L DTM DWDH IHT IS P IL DT |DWDHHTS P IL DT IDW DH HTIS|PIL IDT IDW IDH HT PL IDT IDW DH IHT ISIP L
0.31 4.110.01 0101 471133.0
6.0 0.01
8.8 0.0
4.11 0.0 0
563 8.91 0.3
8261 26.51 0.3
4911 35.51 0.3
6.0 0.0
8.8 0.0
567 12.2 0.5 6.010.0
829 30.0 0.8 8.9 0.0
4.110.01 01 01 490138.91 0.51 4.310.21 01
504 2.0 0.7 6.0 0.0
506 14.2 0. 6.0
742 32.3 0. 9.0
424 40.8 0.6 4.3 0.0 0
0
0
0
0
344 3.4
3451 15.6
0.51 6.2 0.01 0
II I I i0.51 6.01 0.0
5081 33.61 0.51 9.01 0.0
214
2821 42.21 0.51 3.61 0.0101 01 159
DT = departure time DW = dwell time DH = departure headway HT = holding time S=1, skip P = passengers left L = departure load
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3.5 532
T30 21.0
T28 30.0
0
0
6.41 0.3
781123.9 0.3
I-3 M N I I I1
0.3
T19
T23 6.01.00.3
0.3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
212
315
Table 3-19 Control Strategy Comparison with Over-estimated Disruption Duration
Blockage
Duration 5 Minutes 10 Minutes
Estimate
Optimal Initial Action Action Completed New Action
Action after 5 minute
H Hold T25 Hold T25 for 5.76 T25 has been held Release T25
for 2.6 min at Station 9, and for 2.72 min immediately
min at 1.9 min at Station 10
HE Station 9 Hold T25 for 4.2 T25 has been held Release T25
min at Station 9 and for 2.72 min immediately
0.3 min at Station 10 Do not express
T26 skips Station 7 T26
HET Hold T25 for 2.6 T25 has been held Hold T26 until
min at Station 9 for 2.6 min T30 has
Short-turn T30 from T30 has started completed short-
Station 39 to 7 short-turning turning and left
process Station 7
H = Holding Only, HE = Holding and Expressing, HET = Holding, Expressing and Short-Turning
Table 3-20 Effect of Over-estimating the Disruption Duration
Blockage Duration Estimate 5 Minutes 10 Minutes
Control Schemes H, HE, HET H & HE HET
Objective Function Value 21508 21512 22106
Platform waiting Time 17761 17760 17800
In-vehicle Delay Time 2315 2318 2402
Total Weighted Waiting Time 14875 18884 14968
Increase due to Wrong Estimate +0.0006% +0.6%
H = Holding Only, HE = Holding and Expressing, HET = Holding, Expressing and Short-Turning. Increase is
in terms of total weighted waiting time, and is compared with that in the correct estimate case. The weight for
in-vehicle delay time is 0.5.
In the "Holding Only" and "Holding and Expressing" cases, since there is little
difference between the optimal strategies with the correct disruption duration estimate
and with initial incorrect estimate and re-optimized control strategies, the objective
function value based on the wrong estimate is virtually identical to the optimal one. The
post processed in-vehicle delay in the re-optimized scenario is a little greater than in the
optimal scenario because of longer realized holding time, but the resulting platform
waiting time is shorter and the total weighted passenger wait are similar.
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In the "Holding, Expressing and Short-turning" case, train T26 is held for about 3
minutes at station 8 and train T28 is also held at station 6 for an extra 3 minutes after the
blockage is cleared. However, the headway for T30 in the 10-minute estimate case is
similar to that of T26 in the optimal solution. In addition, there are not many passengers
on-board T26 and T28, and the resulting holding cost is low. Therefore, there is only a
slight increase in the objective function value and the post-processed weighted waiting
time. In other situations when there are many passengers on-board, the situation may be
very different.
3.3.2 15-Minute Scenario
1. Optimal Control Strategies under Correct Disruption Duration Estimate
Tables 3-21, 3-22, 3-23 give the optimal solution to the "Holding Only",
"Holding and Expressing", and "Holding, Expressing and Short-turning" cases of the 15-
minute scenario, respectively.
In the 15-minute "Holding Only" case, T25 is held for 7.3 minutes at Station 9
and 2.6 minutes at Station 10. The total holding time is longer than in the 10-minute
"Holding Only" case, but shorter than in the 20-minute case, which is understandable.
The holding time of T25 at Station 9 is larger than that in the 20-minute case, but the
holding time at Station 10 is smaller.
This gives another reason for multiple holding. Intuitively, the closer to the
blockage the holding station is, the more benefit holding can provide. However,
considering the capacity, trains may be held at later stations for longer time, especially
when maximum usage of capacity is important. In the 20-minute instance, the optimal
solution tries to hold T25 as long as possible. At the same time, T25 should leave no
passengers behind. Therefore, T25 is held for only 6 minutes at Station 9 but 5.6 minutes
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Table 3-21 15 - Minute Scenario "Holding Only" Case
Blockage Duration Estimate = 15 minutes
OBJ Value = 41381 passenger minutes
Iterations = 5104
Solution Time = 6.40 sec
Nodes = 339
North Quincy (36) Wollaston (37) Quincy Center (38) Quincy Adams (39)
DTI DWD TPL D WD TP L D IW DHH DT HH P L
Braintree (6) Quincy Adams (7) Quincy Center (8) Wollaston (9) North Quincy (10)
AT IDT JDH JHT IP I DTD HHT IP IL DT IDW HHTP L DT IDW DH HTJP IL DTDW DH HTI L
T25 329.6 .313.317.31 01 552 1 0.7116.2 26 0 84-0
IT281 116.9117.6111.61 01220 2113240.71 01 280124.11 0.4 21.0 4326.9 .62.4 0. 1 92073.0 . 99
IT321 122.01 2.61 4.61 01 33125.510.31 2.310.01 01 91129.41 0.3 .0 1 01 153132.91 0.31 3.011.01 01 198134.91 0.31 3.010.31 0 24
S JFK (11) ]Andrew (12) Brodwa (13) South Station (14) Downtown Crossing (15) Park ST. (16)DT IDW JDH JHT P IL DTIWHHTPLD DW IDH IHTIP rd DT IDW IDHHTP IL IDT IDW JDH JHT IP IL IDT IDW JDH IHTIPIL
0.31 3.21 0.81 01219142.31 0.31 4.41 1.21 01 242146.4
567 16.2
960 40.8
249 50.3
0.5 10.0 4.0
0.9 12.0 0.0
0.3 4.6 0.8
504 2.0 0.7 6.0 0.0 01344 3.4 0.5 6.2 0.010 214
562 18.4 0.8 10.1 0 419 21.7 0.5 11.0 2.00 99
882 43.3 1.1 12.0 0 618 44.7 .6 . 72
249 52.0 0.4 4.1 0. 182 53.9 0.5 4.1 0.510 123
DT = departure time DW = dwell time DH = departure headway HT = holding time S=1, skip P = passengers left L = departure load
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T26 
31.7T23 35
T30 38.1
563 9.0
960 37.1
0.3 6.0 0.0
0.3 12.0 0.0
0.3 4.9 1.5
T19
0.3 6.0 0.10532 6.410.3 6.0100 0
0.3112.01 0.01 095834.610.3112.010.0160
0
8
0
0
0
0
Table 3-22 15 - Minute Scenario "Holding and Expressing" Case
Blockage Duration Estimate = 15 minutes
OBJ Value = 39501 passenger minutes
Iterations = 16958
Solution Time = 21.97 sec
Nodes = 934
JFK (11) Andrew (12) Broadway (13) South Station (14) Downtown Crossing (15) Park ST. (16)
DT DW DH HT SIP L DT JDWDH HT[SP IL DT DT W LDH HT SIP L DT JDWDH HTS IP L DT IDW JDH HT S P |LII I T. . Id . I j I TE II
T26 131.11 0.31 12.0 0.01 01 01 9121 34.11 0.31 12.01 0.01 0
5631 9.01 0.31 6.010.0 5671 16.21 0.5110.01 4.0 0
504 2.01 0.71 6.01 0.0
5621 18.41 0.8110.11 0.0
960136.61 0.3112.010.0101 81 9601 40.31 0.9112.01 0.0101 01 8831 42.81 1.1112.01 0.6I 0| O 618
249145.91 0.31 4.911.5 2551 49.71 0.41 4.610.71 1 01 254151.51 0.41 4.110.0 0 185
3.4 0.5 6.2 0.0
21.7 0.5 11.0 2.0
44.2 0.6 10.0 0.0
53.4 0.5 4.1 0.5
0
DT = departure time DW = dwell time DH = departure headway HT = holding time S=1, skip P = passengers left L = departure load
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North Quincy (36) Wollaston (37) Quincy Center (38) Quincy Adams (39)
DT DW DH JHT ISIP IL DT DW DH HT S JP L IDT DW DH HT S P L DT IDWDH HTS P L
T30 1..4 0.3 .
Braintree (6) Quincy Adams (7) Quincy Center (8) Wollaston (9) North Quincy (10)
DT DH HT HSHTL DTDWD H DT DW DH HTISIPIL DT DW DH HT SPL DT DWDH HTISIP L
T25 352 10.7 0.3 14.4 8.4 0 569 13.7 0.7 15.7 1.0 0 846
T28 15.7 16.4 10.4 0 205 20.5 1.3 3.0 0.30 01 802 23.7 0.3 2.7 0.3 0 0 854 26.2 0.3 2.5 0.0 0 0 890 28.7 0.3 3.0 0.8 0 0 897
T32 21.3 2.6 4.0 0 32 24.8 0.3 2.0 0.0 0 83 28.7 0.3 3.0 1.0 0 146 32.2 0.3 3.0 1.0 0 191 34.4 0.3 3.0 0.5 0 239
3.51 0.3 6.0 0.0 0 532 6.41 0.3
T30 1 37.6
6.01 0.0
0.3 3.2 0.81 0 2251 41.81 0.3
0
4.41 1.21 0
T19
T23
0
0
344
419
214
299
373
124
0
14
0
11
0
- -~~---~ 
--
Table 3-23 15 - Minute Scenario "Holding, Expressing and Short-turning" Case
Blockage Duration Estimate = 15 min
OBJ Value = 39501 passenger minutes
Iterations = 19768
Solution Time = 57.77 sec
Nodes = 999
Braintree (6) Quincy Adams (7) Quincy Center (8) Wollaston (9) North Quincy (10)
AT DT DH HT SIP L DT DW DH HTSP L DT DW DH HT S P L DT DWDH HT SPL DT DW DH HTIS P L
T25 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 352 4.8 0.3 8.5 2.5 04806.60.58.60.0 0623
T32 14.7 0.4 6.7 0.0 0 169 17.6 0.4 6.5 0.0 0 304 20.1 0.3 6.5 0.0 0 401 21.8 0.4 6.3 0.0 0 503
T28 16.1 16.7 10.7 0 209 20.9 0.3 3.0 1.3 0 0 285 23.7 0.3 3.0 0.0 0 0 346 26.2 0.3 3.0 0.0 0 0 391 27.9 0.3 3.0 0.0 0 0 427
JFK (11) Andrew (12) Broadway (13) South Station (14) Downtown Crossing (15) Park ST. (16)
DT DW DH HT SIPIL DT DW DH HTISIP L DT IDW HHT_ S PIL DT DW DH HT SIPIL DT DW-DH-HTIS-P-L -DT -DW-DH - T-S-P L
6.41 0.31 6.01 0.0
784123.91 0.31 8.910.0
8.91 0.3| 6.0| 0.0
829126.51 0.31 8.9 0.0
56712.2 0.516.0 0.0
83 30.0 9.0 0.0
0.11 01 0 308 33.51 0.3| 3.3 0.110| 0 325 36.81 0.31 4.01 0.7f 01 0 327140.41 0.4 4.41 0.5 0 0 3051
504 2.0 0.7 6.0 0.0
506 14.2 0.7 6.0 0.0
746 32.3 0.9 9.1 0.0
0 344 3.4 0.5 6.2 0.0
345 15.6 0.5 6.0 0.0
511 33.6 0.5 9.0 0.0
0
42.21 0.41 4.210.0 01 01 214143.61 0.51 4.210.010101144
DT = departure time DW = dwell time DH = departure headway HT = holding time S=1, skip P = passengers left L = departure load
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d North Quincy (36) Wollaston (37) Quincy Center (38) Quincy Adams (39)
DT JDW DH IHTIS]P IL DT DW DH HT S IP IL DT ]DWDH HT ISIPIL DT IDWDH HTISIP L
T30 1.41 0.31 10.01 1101
3.5 532
T30 21.0
T26 30.5
0
I
0
563
T19
T23
214
212
316
0.3
E.3
0.3
6.0
8.9
3.2
0.0
0.0
0
0
S0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
at Station 10 with a total holding time of 11.6 minutes. In the 15-minute instance, the
total holding time is less (9.9 minutes), therefore, T25 can be held at Station 9 for longer.
T25 reaches capacity at Station 13 in both cases.
In the 15-minute "Holding and Expressing" case, only T26 is expressed, while
both T26 and T28 are expressed in the 20-minute instance. It is expected that the longer
the disruption, the more beneficial it will be to express multiple trains. For holding time,
T25 is held for 8.4 minutes at Station 9 and 1 minute at Station 10. The total holding time
is less than that in the "Holding Only" case. Hence, T25 can be held longer at Station 9.
In the 15-minute "Holding, Expressing and Short-turning" case, the optimal
solution is to short-turn both trains T30 and T32. Even though the headway of T26 is
quite small after the blockage clearance, T26 is only held at some stations on the trunk
portion, which is largely due to the scaled minimum separation. That is, there is enough
distance between trains T32 and T26. There is a 7 minute gap behind train T28 due to
short-turning of train T32. However, if T32 is not short-turned, the headway for T26 is
about 9 minutes. Therefore, instead of leaving a 9-minutes gap ahead of T26, it is better
to leave a smaller 7 minutes gap behind train T28.
2. Control Strategies under Incorrect Disruption Duration Estimate and Re-optimization
We assume the actual disruption length is known 10 minutes after the disruption
occurs. That is, the second estimate is made after 10 minutes and the disruption duration
is estimated correctly the second time. On one hand, the disruption duration can be
estimated frequently and the situation can be re-optimized according to the latest estimate
and actual train locations. On the other hand, the second estimate of the disruption
duration may not be correct, and therefore, the resulting strategies may still be sub-
optimal. Nevertheless, if the disruption duration is longer than expected, the first step
control strategies should not have negative impacts. Therefore, later strategies are only to
achieve further benefits. Tables 3-24, 3-25, 3-26 give the re-optimized solution to the
"Holding Only", "Holding and Expressing", and " Holding, Expressing and Short-
turning" cases of the 15-minute scenario, respectively.
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Table 3-24 15 - Minute Disruption "Holding Only" Case Re-optimization Results
Blockage Duration Estimate = 10 min
OBJ Value = 39501 passenger minutes
Iterations = 20231
Solution Time = 20.95 sec
Nodes = 544
North Quincy (36) Wollaston (37) Quincy Center (38) Quincy Adams (39)
DT DW DH HT P L DT IDW DH HT IL DT IDW DH JHTjP IL DT JDW DH JHT P L
T30 II I 11.41 0.31 0.
Braintree (6) Quincy Adams (7) Quincy Center (8) Wollaston (9) North Quincy (10)
DT DH HT PIL DT DW DH HTjP L DT DW DH HTjP L DT DW DH HT P L DT DWDH HTP L
T25 352 8.0 0.3 11.8 5.8 0 529 14.2 0.6 16.2 4.2 0 819
T28 16.9 17.6 11.6 0 220 21.1 0.3 2.4 0.7 0 280 24.1 0.4 2.1 0.0 0 453 26.9 0.7 2.4 0.0 0 736 28.9 0.6 2.7 0.0 0 925
T32 22.0 2.7 4.7 0 34 25.5 0.3 2.3 0.0 0 93 29.4 0.3 3.0 1.0 0 155 32.9 0.3 3.0 1.0 0 200 34.9 0.3 3.0 0.3 0 248
JFK (11) Andrew (12) Broadway (13) South Station (14) Downtown Crossing (15) Park ST. (16)
DHT IPL DT DWDH HT P L DT W DH HTJP d DT DHHT P L DT DW DH HT P L DT W L
3.5 0.3 6.0
0.3 12.0
0.3 3.3
0.01 01 532 6.41 0.31 6.01 0.01 01 563 9.01 0.31 6.010.0 567 16.2 0.5 10.0 4.0
960 40.8 0.9 12.0 0.0
269 50.3 0.4 4.6 0.8
504 2.0 0.7 6.0 0.0
562 18.4 0.8 10.1 0.0
882 43.3 1.1 12.0 0.0
264 52.0 0.4 4.1 0.0
0
0
[EIM0I 1
618T26 31.7
T30 38.1
DT = departure time DW = dwell time DH = departure headway HT = holding time S=1, skip P = passengers left L = departure load
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3.4 0.5 6.2 0.0101214
21.7 0. 11. . 299
44.7 0.6|10.0 0.0F0|372
191153.91 0.51 4.710.5101133
T19
T23
344
4190
8
0
0
0
0
0.00958134.6 0.3112.01.19 96013.110312.01.0
0.810225142.31 0.31 4.4 1.2 0263146 .4103 4.911.5
0
0
Table 3-25 15 - Minute Disruption "Holding and Expressing" Case Re-optimization Results
Blockage Duration Estimate = 10 min
OBJ Value = 39501 passenger minutes
Iterations = 17874
Solution Time = 22.33 sec
Nodes = 900
North Quincy (36) Wollaston (37) Quincy Center (38) Quincy Adams (39)
DT DWDH HT S P L DT DW DH HT PL DT DW H HT PJL D WD TS
T301. . .
Braintree (6) Quincy Adams (7) Quincy Center (8) Wollaston (9) North Quincy (10)
DT DH HT SIP L DT DW DH HT SP L DT DWDH HTSPL DT DWDH HTSPL DT DWDH HT SPL
T25 352 6.5 0.3 10.2 4.2 0506 8.9 0.7 10.9 0.3 0691
T28 15.7 16.4 10.4 0 205 20.2 1.3 2.6 0.0 0 0 793 23.3 0.3 20.3 3 0 0 837 26.3 0.3 2.5 0.5 0 0 873 28.1 0.5 2.3 0.0 0 0 960
T32 21.4 3.0 4.1 0 38 24.9 0.3 2.5 0.0 0 101 28.8 0.3 3.0 1.0 0 163 32.3 0.3 3.0 1.0 0 208 34.5 0.3 3.3 0.5 0 262
IJFK (11) Andrew (12) 1Broadway (13) 
1South Station (14) Downtown Crossing (15) Park ST. 
(16)
DT DW DH HT IS IP L DT 
_DWJDH HT _SIPIL DT IDWDH HTS P IL DT DW DH HTISIPIL DT DW HH P IL DT IDW JDH HT S IP [L
6.41 0.31 6.01 0.0
2561 42.01 0.31 4.51 1.3
901 9601 36.81 0.3
6.010.0 0 567114.21 0.51 8.01 2.0 0
504 2.0 0.7
534 16.3 0.7
6.0 0.0
8.1 0.0
344 3.4 0.5 6.2 0.0
382 19. . 10.1 2.0
17.010.01 01191 960140.51 1.0114.51 0.01 01 01 9171 43.01 1.2114.710.01 01 01 6651 44.51 0.6112.01 0.01 01 01414
4.911.6 0 382150.01 0.41 4.61 0.71 1 01 3491 51.91 0.51 4.21 0.0 0 2391 53.81 0.51 4.21 0.6 0 147
DT = departure time DW = dwell time DH = departure headway HT = holding time S=1, skip P = passengers left L = departure load
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3.5 0.3 6.01 0.01
II I
532
0.3T26 31.3
T30 37.7
0
00.31 3.31 1.11
0 563 8.91 0.3
0 3681 46.21 0.3
T19
T23 I
0
0
0
0
214
273
17.0| 0.0|10| 101 960| 34.21 0.3|17.0| 0.0|0
Table 3-26 15 - Minute Disruption "Holding, Expressing and Short-turning" Case Re-optimization Results
Blokage Duration Estimate = 10 min
OBJ Value = 39501 passenger minutes
Iterations = 16755
Solution Time = 30.28 sec
Nodes = 1346
IJFK (11) Andrew (12) Broadway (13) South Station (14) Downtown Crossing (15) Park ST. (16)
DT DW DH HT S PIL IDT IDWDH HT S IP IL DT I DW DH IHT S P L IDT IDWI HT IS IP IL DTI DW DH IHT SP L DTI DW DH HT IS IP L
0.31 01 01 586136.61 0.3
567 12.2 0.510.0
862 30.5 .8 0.0
504 2.0 0.7 6.010.0
5 14.2 0.7 6. 0.0
774 32.9 1.0 9.7 0.0
4.110.810101 597143.71 0.51 0.51 01 01 507145.71 0.61 4.410.010
344 3.410.5 6.210.0
345 15.6 0.
533 34.3 0.
329 47.1 0.5 4.4 0.0 0
DT = departure time DW = dwell time DH = departure headway HT = holding time S=1, skip P = passengers left L = departure load
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North Quincy (36) Wollaston (37) Quincy Center (38) Quincy Adams (39)
DT DWI DH JHT ISP IL DT IDWIDH IHTISPIL DT IDW IHT IS IP -L DT IDW IDH IHT SP L
T30 14 .3 0.0 1
Braintree (6) Quincy Adams (7) Quincy Center (8) Wollaston (9) North Quincy (10)
DT DH HT SPL DT DW DH HT SP L DT DWDH HTSPL DTDWHT SPL DT DWDH HTSP L
T25 352 4.9 0.3 2.6 04816.7 0.58.7 0.0 0 625
T26 0.0 0.6 0.0 0 75 17.5 0.0 9.0 15.0 1 228 75 20.5 0.5 8.9 0.0 0 0 261 23.0 0.4 0.0 0 0 395 24.9 0.5 8.8 0.0 0 0 546
T32 18.2 2.4 0.8 0 30 21.7 0.3 2.0 0.0 0 80 25.5 0.3 3.0 1.0 0 142 29.0 0.3 1.0 0 188 30.7 0.3 2.8 0.0 0 233
0.3 6.0 0.03.5
T30 21.5
T28 33.6
532 6.4 0.3
811 24.5 0.30.31 9.4| 0.0
0.31 3.3
0
0
563 8.9 0.3
858 27.0 0.3
600140.0 0.3
6.0 0.0
9.4 0.0
0.01 0
0
0
0
T19
T23
0
11
0
0
0
0
0
0
214
212
325
187
6.0
9.4
3.3
0.0
0.0
0
0
0
0
Table 3-27 gives optimal control strategies under different control schemes based
on correct blockage duration estimate for the 15-minute scenario, control strategies based
on 10 minutes estimate, control actions completed 10 minutes after the blockage occurs,
and new control strategies after re-optimization.
Table 3-27 Control Strategy Comparison with Under-estimated Disruption Duration
Blockage
Duration 15 Minutes 10 Minutes
Estimate
Optimal Strategies Initial Strategies Completed after Revised
10 minute strategies
H Hold T25 for 7.3 Hold T25 for T25 has been held Hold T25 for
min at Station 9 and 5.76 min at for 5.76 min and 4.2 min at
2.6 min at Station Station 9, and 1.9 has left Station 9 Station 10
10 min at Station 10
HE Hold T25 for 8.4 Hold T25 for 4.2 T25 has been Let T26 skip
min at Station 9 and min at Station 9 held for 4.2 min Station 7
1 min at Station 10 and 0.3 min at at Station 9 and
Let T26 skip Station 10 0.3 min at Station
Station 7 T26 skips Station 10, and has left
7 Station 10
HET Hold T25 for 2.6 Hold T25 for 2.6 T25 has been held Short-turn
min at Station 9 min at Station 9 for 2.6 min at T30 from
Short-turn T30 Short-turn T30 Station 9 Station 39 to
from Station 39 to from Station 39 T30 has started Station 7
Station 7 to Station 7 short-turning Let T26 skip
Short-turn T32 T32 has passed Station 9
from Station 39 to station 39
Station 7
H = Holding Only, HE = Holding and Expressing, HET = Holding, Expressing and Short-Turning
In the "Holding Only" case, the total holding time for train T25 is about 11
minutes in the solution under the correct estimate and is about 10 minutes under the 10-
minute estimate. Under the correct estimate, train T25 is primarily held at station 9, while
the holding time is about the same at stations 9 and 10 under 10-minute estimate. Since
benefit from holding comes from reduced passenger waiting time at downstream station
and T25 does not have capacity issue even if T25 is primarily held at station 9, the
holding strategy under the correct estimate is better than under the 10-minute estimate.
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In the "Holding and Expressing" case, train T25 should be held for 8.4 minutes at
station 9 and 1 minute at station 10 under correct disruption duration estimate. Under the
10 minutes estimate, T25 is only held for 5.76 minutes at station 9 and 0.3 minute at
station 10. By the end of the 10-minutes estimated duration, it has left station 10 and
holding it at following station does not do much good.
In the "Holding, Expressing and Short-turning" case, the optimal strategies are to
short-turn both trains T30 and T32. Under the 10-minute estimate, only T30 is short-
turned. By the end of the estimated 10-minute duration, T32 has passed station 39 and
can not be short-turned. To smooth the gap ahead of train T26, T26 is expressed and
skips station 7 after the blockage clearance.
Table 3-28 shows the comparison of the objective function values, platform
waiting time, in-vehicle delay and weighted passenger wait correspond to the control
strategies under the correct 15 minutes estimate and 10-minutes estimate. Except in the
"Holding Only" case, there are significant differences between the optimal strategies and
the realized strategies. The control strategies under the correct estimate provide
significantly more benefits than those under the 10-minute estimate. This is particularly
true for the strategy involving short-turning.
Table 3-28 Effect of Under-estimating Disruption Duration
Blockage Duration 15 Minutes 10 Minutes
Estimate
Control Schemes H HE HET H HE HET
Objective Function 41381 39501 23632 41589 41334 26481
Value
Mean Platform 5.57 5.26 3.62 5.57 5.67 4.02
waiting Time
Mean In-vehicle 1.55 1.41 0.29 1.6 1.08 0.58
Delay Time
Mean Weighted 6.34 5.97 3.77 6.37 6.21 4.31
Passenger Wait
Increase due to +0.5% +4.0% +14.3%
Wrong Estimate I I I
H = Holding Only, HE = Holding and Expressing, HET = Holding, Expressing and Short-Turning.
Increase is in terms of total weighted waiting time, and is compared with that in the correct estimate
case. The weight for in-vehicle delay time is 0.5.
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According to the results, since holding decisions can be made incrementally
according to the latest disruption duration estimate and can be terminated quickly, the
benefit from holding does not vary much when the estimate of disruption duration is not
accurate. For expressing, since the expressing strategy can be modified after the blockage
clearance, the only impact of inaccurate estimate is the holding time for trains ahead of
the blockage. Therefore, when expressing strategies are combined with holding
strategies, the magnitude of sensitivity should be similar to that when applying holding
strategies alone. For short-turning, however, once a short-turning movement has started,
it has to be completed even if the blockage duration turns out to be different from the
estimate. In addition, once a train has passed the crossover track, it can not be short-
turned. Due to the limited number of crossover locations, the number of trains short-
turned is highly sensitive to the estimate of the disruption duration. Moreover, when
short-turning is used, holding time is usually not large. Consequently, if the changed
strategy requires holding trains for more time, trains may have already passed optimal
holding points. Therefore, the sensitivity of short-turning control strategies is the largest
of the three. However, the overall impact of inaccurate estimates does not appear to be
significant according to these very limited test results.
3.4 Solution Time
Since the linearized formulation is a mixed integer program (MIP) and this
formulation is used for real time control, solution time is one of the important concerns.
In this thesis, several practical techniques have been used to speed up the solution
process.
3.4.1 Large Number
The formulation uses large numbers to transform nonlinear constraints into linear
constraints. To reduce the feasible space, these large numbers should be as small as
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possible. Upper bounds for different variables are therefore used as the large numbers as
discussed below.
1. Load
Obviously, the capacity of the train can be used as the upper bound.
2. Passengers left behind
In the worst case, all of the passengers accumulating at a station after the
blockage can be used to approximate the number of passengers left behind.
3. Dwell time
The upper bound of dwell time can be selected based on real data. Since dwell
time is a small part of total time, a loose upper bound should not greatly affect the
solution process.
4. Departure time at each station
For trains behind the blockage, since departure times for trains behind the
blockage in the "No-Control" case are always the latest, departure time upper bounds
can be calculated heuristically by assuming no control strategies are applied, based on
blockage duration, the upper bound on the dwell time, and available running time
data. For trains ahead of the blockage, trains will almost unlikely be held for the
whole blockage duration. Therefore, if we assume trains within the control set are
held for blockage duration, departure time upper bounds can also be obtained
heuristically.
3.4.2 Branch and Bound Process
The integer formulation is solved with CPlex 4.0 MIP Solver on a Micron 300M
CPU PC. CPlex 4.0 MIP Solver uses a branch and bound approach to solve integer
programs. This thesis will not describe the branch and bound method in detail, but only
some features relevant to this specific problem.
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The priority of variables selected for branching can be controlled through priority
files in CPlex 4.0. The priority of different variables is predefined. To speed up the
solution process, the priority file should guide the solution process towards potentially
good solutions. There are two aspects in defining priorities: first, the feasibility of the
solution; second, potential optimality of the solution.
If the priority file can guide the program to search for feasible solutions in the
correct direction, potentially fewer irrelevant nodes will be kept and computation cost to
check these nodes will be reduced. In addition, the program can potentially find a good
feasible solution quickly and obtain a good bound. For example, suppose there are three
binary variables x, y , z to be branched on, and feasible solutions demand that z equal
to 1 while x and y can be either 1 or 0. In the first case, suppose we first branch on x,
then on y , and finally on z. After branching on x, there are four potential directions to
explore. After branching on y, there are eight directions left. Although four of the eight
directions do not provide feasible solutions, each direction may have to be explored and
cutting of one direction may not help cut the other three infeasible directions. In addition,
all the nodes generated during branching on x, y have to be kept. Alternatively, suppose
z is branched on first, then only one direction is left. There are at most additional four
additional directions to explore branching on x and y .
Therefore, the order of binary variables to select for branching affects the solution
speed significantly. It is important to define the priority file in such a way that major
variables that affect feasibility and total cost are branched on first. Hence, variables
determining the order of trains should be branched on first, especially for multiple-branch
systems. Thus, variables such as predecessor binary variables and short-turn decision
variables should have high priorities in branch selection.
During the branch and bound process, a binary variable is either set to one or zero
and the potential change of objective function value for each direction is estimated. Then,
promising directions are further explored. Since the number of nodes increases
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exponentially, the fewer the potential nodes and directions, the quicker the solution
process. If there is potentially great difference between the two directions of a branched
node, the direction with higher potential cost is less likely to be explored. If nodes from
which the two directions potentially have large cost differences have high priority in the
branching process, potentially fewer nodes and directions will need to be explored.
In this specific problem, short-turning decision variables completely determine
the order of trains on a branch and largely determine the possible order at the junction
point. Moreover, short-turning strategy may potentially provide large benefit. Hence,
there may be large cost difference between short-turning and non-short-turning strategies.
Therefore, it makes sense to branch on the short-turning decision variables first.
There are no branches in the simplified system of the test scenarios. If multiple
branches exist, the next group of binary variables on which to branch should be the
predecessor binary variables. These variables can affect the feasibility of the solution and
usually the two directions will have a fairly large cost difference. For example, suppose
train A potentially arrives at the junction point earlier than train B. It may be better to let
train A enter the trunk portion first. The increase of objective function value may be
substantial for the direction in which train B precedes train A entering the trunk portion.
Following short-turning variables and predecessor variables, express decision
variables and load binary variables are the next ones to branch on. As discussed, the
earlier the express train starts expressing, the larger the benefit may be. This suggests a
logical way to branch on the station-skipping binary variables is: first, branch on
variables for the first express candidate following the sequence of stations it arrives at;
after branching on the first candidate, branch on the second and third and so on. Trains
blocked behind the blockage are less likely to be held. Therefore, after the arrival
headway and the control strategies are determined, the departure load of the train will
also be determined. Hence, after branching on a station-skipping variable, the
corresponding load variable can also be branched on.
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Table 3-29 and 3-30 compare solution times with and without the priority file
defined based on the above ideas.
Table 3-29 Solution Times under Different Control Schemes in the 10-Minute Disruption
Control Scheme H HE HET
With Without With Without With Without
Priority Priority Priority Priority Priority Priority
Solution Time (sec) 2.91 3.17 5.60 16.81 11.28 47.01
Nodes 79 82 253 643 84 489
Iterations 2895 3061 5056 14260 6121 26756
Table 3-30 Solution Times under Different Control Schemes in the 10-Minute Disruption
Control Scheme H HE HET
With Without With Without With Without
Priority Priority Priorit Priority Priority Priority
Solution Time (sec) 12.10 21.60 155.01 793.47 68.32 >50000
Nodes 551 787 5085 28241 1162
Iterations 11143 19918 122590 614187 24066
In both the 10 minute and 20 minute scenarios, the "Hold Only" problem takes
the least time to solve. This is because the problem does not involve expressing and
short-turning decision variables. Without defining priority, the 20 minute "Holding,
Expressing and Short-turning" problem can not be solved on the given platform due to
insufficient memory. 50000 seconds is the time at which the system runs out of memory.
The solution time of the 20-minute "Holding, Expressing and Short-turning" problem
with priority file is shorter than for the "Holding and Expressing" problem. This is
because short-turning provides large benefits in this specific scenario and good bounds
can be obtained at an early stage. Since the disruption occurs near the terminus, and few
passengers are on the trains in the reverse direction, short-turning can provide significant
benefits. If disruption occurs in the middle of the line, branching on the short-turning
decision variable may not provide us with nearly as sharp a bound.
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3.4.3 Express Strategy
According to the results of different control strategies, the expressing strategy
only provides marginal benefit beyond holding. In addition, skipping one more station or
choosing another station to skip provides only a small change in the objective value.
Table 3-31 gives the objective function value under different expressing strategies in the
20-minute "Holding and Expressing" case.
Table 3-31 Objective Function Value (in passenger minutes) under Different Expressing Strategies
Objective Function Value Expressing Strategy
54241* T26 skips 7 and 8, T28 skips 7
55392 T26 skips 7 and 8
54468 T26 skips 7
55401 T26 skips 7, T28 skips 7
55333 T26 skips 7, 8 and 9, T28 skips 7
According to the results, the two directions of an expressing decision potentially
have little difference and few directions of expressing variables may be cut during
branching. This explains why the solution time for the "Holding and Expressing" case is
much longer than that of the "Holding Only" case. For the "Holding, Expressing and
Short-turning" case, since short-turning provides significant benefit in this specific
problem, a good bound may be obtained when first branching on short-turning binary
variables and many station skipping directions may be cut with the bound. However, in
cases where short-turning may not provide much benefit, the solution time of "Holding,
Expressing and Short-turning" case may be longer than that of the "Holding and
Expressing" case.
Considering that expressing only provides marginal benefit while affecting
solution time substantially, it may be practical to exclude expressing as a primary
strategy. Table 3-32 provides comparison of the solution time of the "Holding and
Expressing", "Holding, Expressing and Short-turning", and "Holding and Short-turning"
case with priority file controlling branch and bound process. We can see there is
substantial improvement in solution time when fixing expressing variables in the 20-
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minute instances. In the 10 minutes scenario, since the disruption is not very long, it is
less likely to be beneficial to skip many stations or express two trains. Therefore, it does
not take much time to solve the "Holding and Expressing" and "Holding, Expressing, and
Short-turning" cases. In the 20 minutes scenario, expressing multiple trains and skipping
multiple stations may be beneficial. In addition, more trains are likely to be loaded to
capacity. Therefore, more nodes need to be explored.
Table 3-32 Solution Times with and without Expressing (in seconds)
Scenario HE HET HT
10-Minute 5.60 11.28 12.06
20-Minute 155.01 68.32 24.72
HE = Holding and Expressing, HET = Holding, Expressing and Short-Turning. HT = Holding and
Short-turning
3.5 Summary
1. Holding is most used at stations immediately ahead of the blockage. It is likely to be
beneficial to hold a train at multiple stations, depending upon the passenger flow
profile. However, the more passengers on-board, the higher the holding cost and the
less likely for holding to occur. According to the results, holding strategies may
provide a 10-20% benefit over no control.
2. Expressing is most used at stations immediately following the blockage. It can reduce
further delay after blockage clearance and balance passenger load. However,
expressing only provides modest additional benefits over holding.
3. Short-turning strategy may provide substantial additional benefits, up to 57%,
especially when disruption duration is long.
4. The holding strategy is not sensitive to the estimate of disruption duration. The
expressing strategy is essentially unaffected by the disruption duration assumption
because expressing strategies are implemented after the blockage is cleared. The
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sensitivity of the short-turning strategy can be significant especially when the
blockage duration is not very long. In such cases, short-turning strategy may even
create additional delay after the blockage is cleared.
5. One of the bottlenecks of the solution process is to determine expressing decision
variables. Since expressing may only provide marginal benefit over holding,
expressing strategy may be taken as a secondary strategy in order to save solution
time.
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Chapter 4
Summary and Conclusions
In this thesis, a deterministic model for real-time disruption recovery has been
presented, which includes holding, expressing and short-turning strategies. The model is
applied to a scenario with different disruption duration on a simplified version (non-
branch) of the MBTA Red Line. Sensitivity analysis is conducted to investigate the
impact of one of the assumptions that the disruption duration is known in advance. In this
chapter, the findings are summarized and future research directions are recommended.
4.1 Summary and Conclusions
4.1.1 Disruption Control Model
In Chapter 2, the general model representing the transit system was introduced
and a formulation that considers the holding, expressing and short-turning control
strategies presented. Since the initial formulation is nonlinear, linearization of the
disruption control model is also described.
The general model is a deterministic model. It takes train capacity into
consideration, which is essential for analyzing disruption control strategies. In the general
model, passenger arrival rates and alighting fractions, train running times and minimum
safe separations are all deterministic station-specific parameters. These parameters are
estimated from stored data, or alternatively can potentially be based on real time
information. For disruption control, the general model assumes that the disruption
duration is known once a disruption occurs, which is the most questionable simplification
made.
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Dwell time is approximated by two linear functions. One applies to the low
passenger activity (boarding and alighting) range; the other applies to the high passenger
activity range. Potentially both functions can be related to the number of passenger
boardings and alightings and the crowding conditions. Due to lack of data in this
research, the function applied to the low passenger activity range is assumed to be a
constant.
In this research, the general model is extended to representing a transit line at the
segment level. A segment of the transit line is a track section on which the order of trains
can not change, but across segments, the order may change. Branch points, terminals and
crossover track can all function to define the start or end of segments. By defining
segments, the difficult problem of change in the train order is addressed. Thus, the
general model can be applied to transit systems with multiple branches, and can model
control strategies which affects the order of trains such as short-turning, as well as
introducing trains into service, or indeed removing them from service.
Based on this extended model, a disruption control formulation that includes
holding, expressing and short-turning strategies is developed. The objective function to
be minimized is the weighted sum of the passenger waiting time and in-vehicle delay.
Intuitively, minimization of passenger waiting time alone ignores the cost of holding
trains. By considering resulting in-vehicle delay, the trade-offs among control strategies
can be better evaluated. To accommodate the expectation that passengers may perceive
in-vehicle delay to be less onerous than platform waiting time, a weight less than one can
be used for in-vehicle delay.
The disruption control formulation includes holding, expressing and short-turning
strategies. The decision variables are departure time by train and station, station-skipping
binary variables by train and station, which model the expressing behavior, short-turning
binary variables by train and crossover track, and predecessor binary variables, which
determine the order of trains on different segments. There is no restriction on holding
strategies. That is, holding can occur at any station. Since in-vehicle delay is considered,
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holding at multiple stations is expected to be less likely, especially if there are a
significant number of passengers on-board. For expressing, the assumption that
expressing is announced immediately before the expressing begins is made in the
linearized model. In addition, the linearized model pre-defines a maximum express
segment and assumes the number of passengers who have to alight the express train
based on the maximum express segment. This potentially can over-estimate the number
of dumped passengers and degrade the performance of expressing. For short-turning,
trains can be short-turned at multiple crossover tracks.
Since the objective function of the initial formulation contains quadratic and non-
separable terms, approximations are made to linearize them. Piece-wise linear functions
are used to approximate the quadratic terms. The non-separable terms include the
additional waiting cost of passengers left behind, which is product of the number of
passengers left behind by trains and their additional waiting time, and the in-vehicle delay
for passengers on-board the held trains when holding starts, which is the product of the
number of passengers on-board when holding starts and the holding time. We show that
we can reasonably approximate one of the two variables in each of the non-separable
terms. For the additional waiting cost for passengers left behind, we show that only trains
initially behind the blockage may leave passengers behind. Since trains initially behind
the blockage are governed by the minimum headway, minimum headway is used to
approximated the waiting time for passengers left behind. For the in-vehicle delay, we
show that only in-vehicle delay of passengers on-board trains initially ahead of the
blockage significantly affects the control decisions. Thus, typical passenger load in that
time period can be used to approximate the number of passengers on-board when holding
starts because holding is likely to be the first intervention for those trains. If holding at
multiple stations occurs, the in-vehicle delay may be under-estimated. Nevertheless, since
holding at multiple stations is not favored, the approximation should not have significant
impact.
Since it is unrealistic to project train movements far into future with such a
deterministic model, only a set of trains and stations ahead of and behind the blockage are
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selected to apply the control strategies (control set). In addition, the objective function
only considers a set of trains and stations, known as the impact set. By this means, we can
also ensure real-time solvability of the formulation. The sizes of the control set and
impact set are related to the disruption duration and location, track configuration and
passenger flow profile. Although it is not determined entirely quantitatively, heuristics
are developed to partially define the size of impact set quantitatively.
4.1.2 Model Application
In Chapter 3, the disruption control model is applied to a scenario on a simplified
version of the MBTA Red Line. Only one of the two branches on the Red Line, the
Braintree branch, is considered. In addition, passenger arrival rates and minimum
separation on the trunk portion are modified according to the portion of all trains
operating on the Braintree branch.
The "No-Disturbance" case is first tested to check the reasonability of the model
and generate some data to be used later. Then, disruptions of two different lengths are
tested: 10 minutes and 20 minutes. In each scenario, the "No-Control" case, in which no
active control strategies are applied, the "Holding Only" case, in which only holding
strategies are allowed, "Holding and Expressing" case, in which only holding and
expressing strategies are allowed, and "Holding, Expressing and Short-turning" case, in
which holding, expressing and short-turning strategies are all allowed, are tested. To
compare the benefits from different control schemes, we define an evaluation time
window at each station, and identify a common group of passengers to evaluate the
impact across control schemes. Benefits are compared in terms of mean weighted waiting
time, which is the sum of the mean platform waiting time and mean weighted in-vehicle
delay. The weight for the in-vehicle delay is 0.5. Mean weighted waiting times from the
control strategies are compared with that from the "No-Control" case.
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In the 10-minute disruption scenario, holding alone can reduce the weighted
waiting time by 10%. Compared with "No Control" case, platform waiting time is
significantly reduced, but at the expense of increased in-vehicle delay. Expressing only
provides marginal additional benefit. Combined with holding, it reduces the weighted
waiting time by 13%. The additional benefits are largely achieved through reduced in-
vehicle delay. Short-turning combined with holding achieves the highest benefits, 35%.
Both platform waiting time and in-vehicle delay are reduced significantly. However,
since the specifics of the test scenario are highly favorable to short-turning, the benefits
could be significantly lower in other cases.
In the 20-minute scenario, holding alone achieves a 18% reduction in weighted
waiting time, expressing combined with holding achieves a 23% reduction, and short-
turning combined with holding achieves a 57% reduction. In such long disruption
scenario, the solution shows a capacity-driven holding pattern. That is, the capacity of
trains ahead of the blockage is full used, especially the first train ahead of the blockage.
Except in the "Holding, Expressing and Short-turning" case, the first train ahead of the
blockage is loaded to capacity at some station.
We notice that:
1. Holding combined with short-turning can achieve significant benefits in disruption
control. Expressing only provides marginal additional benefits.
2. Active holding strategies are primarily applied to trains ahead of the blockage.
Holding of trains behind the blockage is largely due to the minimum separation
requirement between trains.
In order to investigate the impact of the assumption that the disruption duration is
known in the formulation, sensitivity analysis are conducted. The initial estimate of the
disruption to be input into the formulation is fixed: 10 minutes. Errors of ± 50% in the
estimate are examined. That is, the actual disruption in one case is 5 minutes and 15
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minutes in the other. The weighted waiting times from different control schemes with the
incorrect estimate are compared with those with the correct estimate.
In the 5-minute disruption scenario, the initial disruption duration estimate is 10
minutes. The true duration is known when the disruption is cleared at 5 minute, and the
scenario is re-optimized with updated train location information at that point. The
incorrect estimate of the disruption duration does not have a significant impact in this
case. Since the difference is very small between the weighted waiting times with the
incorrect estimate and those with the correct estimate, the total weighted waiting times
instead of mean weighted waiting times are compared. There is only 0.005% increase due
to the incorrect estimate under the "Holding Only" and "Holding and Expressing" control
schemes. The impact on short-turning strategies is slightly greater, +0.4%. This is
because short-turning strategies are difficult to change. Once a short-turn is started, it is
fully committed.
In the 15-minute scenario, the initial disruption duration is estimated to be 10
minute. At the end of the initial disruption duration estimate, we assume the disruption
duration is known to be 15 minutes. The mean weighted waiting time is only increased by
0.4% due to incorrect estimate in the "Holding Only" case, which again shows that
holding is fairly robust. The mean weighted waiting time is increased by 4% in the
"Holding and Expressing" case. This is because holding time is less when expressing is
applied. Thus, when the disruption turns out to be longer, holding candidates may have
passed the best stations to be held at. Short-turning strategies seems the most sensitive to
the estimate of the disruption duration with the mean weighted waiting time increasing by
13%. This is because the short-turning candidate has passed the crossover tracks and can
not be short-turned even with the updated disruption duration estimate. In addition,
holding time is the least in the "Holding, Expressing and Short-turning" case. Therefore,
holding candidates have passed the appropriate stations to be held at.
3. The sensitivity analysis shows that short-turning is relatively sensitive to the estimate
of disruption duration, while holding and expressing are not particularly sensitive.
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In the last section of Chapter 3, we discuss several practical issues in solving this
mixed integer problem. Possible bounds for the large numbers used in the integer
constraints are developed to keep the feasible space small. The order of variables to
branch on in the branch-and-bound algorithm is also discussed. Test results show that the
proposed branching sequence significantly reduces the solution time. With the proposed
sequence, the solution times of most problem instances are acceptable in transit real-time
control. To further reduce the solution time, we propose that the expressing strategy is not
taken as a primary strategy, considering the solution complexity involved and the
marginal additional benefits achieved.
4.2 Future Research
With the continuous advances in information technology, real-time decision
support systems have great potential, although there is still much work to be done before
such systems could be fully implemented. This thesis suggest the following areas of
further research into this topic:
1. Stochastic models. The model presented here is a deterministic model. The most vital
assumption made is that the disruption duration is known with certainty. As shown in
the sensitivity analysis, the effectiveness of some control strategies is sensitive to the
estimate of the disruption duration. A stochastic formulation that relaxes this
assumption could largely resolve this problem.
2. Robust control scheme. For disruption control, it is reasonable to expect that station
controlling methods such as holding, short-turning and expressing will continue to
function as the primary control strategies. As shown in the sensitivity analysis, once a
train has passed an appropriate station (or point) for control, there could be significant
loss of benefits from control strategies, especially for short-turning strategies.
Therefore, a sequential decision making process aimed at maximizing the expected
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benefits from control strategies seems more appropriate than a once-and-for-all
process. That is, in addition to the disruption triggering mechanism, events such as
train arrivals can also trigger decision-making and key control candidates can be held
at appropriate points to maintain potential control options to maximize expected
benefits.
3. Better expressing model. This research shows that expressing only provides little
additional benefits over holding. However, due to the simplifications made in
linearization of the model, the negative impacts of expressing may be amplified. It is
possible to model holding and expressing strategies without fewer simplifications.
Thus, more insight of the effectiveness of expressing can be provided.
4. Quick-response routine control model. The model presented deals with disruption
control specifically, although it can be used for routine control. For routine control,
the model has to be solved frequently and the solution time should be less due to the
limited response time. Severe control strategies, such as short-turning and expressing,
may not be included in the routine control model. Other control methods, particularly
speed control could be an option. Compared with holding, speed control may have far
less negative impacts on passengers.
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Appendix A
Passenger Arrival Rates and Alighting Fractions
Table A.1 Estimated Passenger Arrival Rate and Alighting Fraction for the MBTA
Inbound, OB = Outbound)
Station # Station Name Arrival Rate Arrival Rate Scaled Alighting
(Al) for Braintree Arrival Fraction
Branch Rate
(A2)
6 Braintree 12.52 1.000
7 Quincy Adams (IB) 25.30 0.003
8 Quincy Center (IB) 21.02 0.005
9 Wollaston (IB) 15.13 0.002
10 North Quincy (IB) 19.83 0.060
11 JFK/UMASS (IB) 4.22 *2.41 0.032
12 Andrew (IB) 10.22 *5.84 0.009
13 Broadway (IB) 3.95 *2.26 0.017
14 South Station (IB) 24.50 *14.00 0.256
15 Downtown Crossing (IB) 18.45 *10.54 0.442
16 Park Street (OB) 19.37 *11.07 0.577
17 MGH (OB) 5.43 *3.10 0.166
18 Kendall Square/MIT (OB) 1.05 *0.60 0.420
19 Central Square (OB) 2.70 *1.54 0.268
20 Harvard Square (OB) 1.67 *0.95 0.766
21 Porter Square (OB) 0.50 *0.29 0.239
22 Davis Square (OB) 0.77 *0.44 0.386
23 Alewife 31.33 *17.90 1.000
24 Davis Square (IB) 29.77 *17.01 0.002
25 Porter Square (IB) 23.85 *13.63 0.005
26 Harvard Square (IB) 31.67 *18.10 0.125
27 Central Square (IB) 21.17 *12.10 0.038
28 Kendall Square/MIT (IB) 3.83 *2.19 0.105
29 MGH (IB) 3.77 *2.15 0.060
30 Park Street (OB) 17.38 1.20 t 11.13 0.378
31 Downtown Crossing (OB) 14.30 2.08 t 10.25 0.439
32 South Station (OB) 0.49 0.82 t 1.10 0.645
33 Broadway (OB) 0.10 0.52 t 0.58 0.113
34 Andrew (OB) 0.00 0.37 t 0.37 0.065
35 JFK/UMASS (OB) 1.15 0.282
36 North Quincy (OB) 0.55 0.494
37 Wollaston (OB) 0.38 0.096
38 Quincy Center (OB) 0.10 1 0.626
39 Quincy Adams (OB) I 1 1 0.660
* Arrival rates of column Al scaled by 4/7.
t Arrival rates of column Al scaled by 4/7 plus column A2.
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Appendix B
Dwell Time Data
The data is collected during PM peak period (4:15-5:45) at South Station Outbound on
the MBTA Red Line on Thursday, March 11, 1999.
Table B.1 Number of Alightings, Boardings and Dwell Times
Observation # # Alightings # Boardings Dwell Time
1 132 53 35
2 89 59 32
3 138 37 18
4 93 85 23
5 103 79 24
6 229 212 60
7 103 86 34
8 101 78 27
9 119 61 26
10 101 109 21
11 86 88 29
12 153 201 50
13 91 125 32
14 102 150 26
15 140 227 50
16 193 160 44
17 112 163 40
18 133 133 36
19 117 47 28
20 101 122 30
21 114 76 28
22 147 206 52
23 80 71 24
24 94 166 40
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Appendix C
Non-Stopping Running Time and Minimum Safe
Separation
Table C.1 Running Times and Minimum Separations (in seconds)
From To Running Minimum Scaled
Time Separation Minimum
Separation
6 Braintree 7 Quincy Adams (IB) 200 83
7 Quincy Adams (IB) 8 Quincy Center (IB) 150 92
8 Quincy Center (IB) 9 Wollaston (IB) 131 100
9 Wollaston (IB) 10 North Quincy (IB) 81 112
8 North Quincy (IB) 11 JFK/UMASS (IB) 307 142
11 JFK/UMASS (IB) 12 Andrew (IB) 156 97 *170
9 Andrew (IB) 13 Broadway (IB) 134 102 *179
13 Broadway (IB) 14 South Station (IB) 163 120 *210
10 South Station (IB) 15 Downtown Crossing (IB) 82 128 *224
15 Downtown Crossing (IB) 16 Park Street (OB) 52 106 *186
11 Park Street (OB) 17 MGH (OB) 80 86 *151
17 MGH (OB) 18 Kendall Square/MIT (OB) 101 91 *159
12 Kendall Square/MIT (OB) 19 Central Square (OB) 153 95 *166
19 Central Square (OB) 20 Harvard Square (OB) 162 134 *235
13 Harvard Square (OB) 21 Porter Square (OB) 136 81 *142
21 Porter Square (OB) 22 Davis Square (OB) 103 88 *154
14 Davis Square (OB) 23 Alewife 145 97 *170
23 Alewife 24 Davis Square (IB) 160 93 *163
15 Davis Square (IB) 25 Porter Square (IB) 121 84 *147
25 Porter Square (IB) 26 Harvard Square (IB) 124 103 *180
16 Harvard Square (IB) 27 Central Square (IB) 143 85 *149
27 Central Square (IB) 28 Kendall Square/MIT (IB) 156 85 *149
17 Kendall Square/MIT (IB) 29 MGH (IB) 102 102 *179
29 MGH (IB) 30 Park Street (OB) 128 180 *315
18 Park Street (OB) 31 Downtown Crossing (OB) 71 140 *245
31 Downtown Crossing (OB) 32 South Station (OB) 62 118 *207
19 South Station (OB) 33 Broadway (OB) 116 87 *152
33 Broadway (OB) 34 Andrew (OB) 114 88 *154
20 Andrew (OB) 35 JFK/UMASS (OB) 148 130
35 JFK/UMASS (OB) 36 North Quincy (OB) 341 86
21 North Quincy (OB) 37 Wollaston (OB) 95 86
37 Wollaston (OB) 38 Quincy Center (OB) 141 98
22 Quincy Center (OB) 39 Quincy Adams (OB) 141 82
39 Quincy Adams (OB) 6 Braintree 189 124
* Scaled by 7/4.
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